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1. Introduction. In this article we shall present a basic investigation of

the arithmetics of generalized quaternions, as they arise naturally out of the

study of integral ternary quadratic forms. It was, indeed, out of the theory

of quadratic forms, that (perhaps unnoticed) generalized quaternions first

originated, in a form suitable for use in arithmetic. Thus, in 1854, Hermite

[6](x) obtained a general expression for the automorphs of a ternary quadratic

form. He found it simpler to express the automorphs, not of f = ^2aaßXaXß

(aaa = aaa;ct,ß = \, 2, 3), but of its adjoint adj f = ^AaßXaXß, where the.<4„p-are

the cofactors of the aaß. (As the automorphs of / are the transpose of those

of adj /, this involves no loss.) Hermite expressed the automorphs of adj /

(cf. §2) by means of four parameters, say to, h, t2, t3, subject to the condition

to2 +y^4aatJe = 1 - Now a product of two automorphs is, from their very na-

ture, again an automorph. He* mite found that the product of the two auto-

morphs corresponding to the parameters w< and ¿,- is given by Vt, where

»0  =   «0¿0  —   2 AaßUjß,

Va  =   Ilota + Uato +   («2*3  ~  U3t2)üla +  (u3tl  —   Ult3)a2a +   («1*2  ~  M2*l)ff3a-

Further, under (1), there holds the "composition identity"

(2) («O2 +  X) AaßUaUß)(to2 +   X) Aaßtatß)   =   (v02 +  ^,AaßVaVß).

This formula for multiplying the quaternion («o, «i, «2, «3) by (to, h, h, t3)

to obtain the product quaternion (vo, vi, »2, v3) is the essence of a quite gen-

eral, linear, associative, quaternion algebra. U. V. Linnik [ll] proposed to

call the elements of this algebra hermitions. The author developed some fac-

torization properties of these algebras in 1938 [12], in the special case where

the matrix (aaß) is integral. These results are perfected in the present article,

and extended to the case where the iorm f=^aaßXaXß is integral, that is, the

aaa and 2aaß are integers.

With each form /, where the aaß are rational numbers and | aaß\ 7*0, is as-

sociated the quaternion algebra defined by (1). The elements of this algebra

can be written as m = mo+î'iMi+î2m2+î3«3, where the w¿ are rational numbers

and the i„ satisfy the multiplication table of §2(1). If we apply the rational

transformation U=(uaß) to (a«ß), then by Theorem 1, the basal elements ia

are replaced by ka= Uiaii+ 7J2ai2+ U3ai3, where the Uaß are the cofactors of
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the uaß. Thus the algebras associated with (aaß) and U'(aaß)U are rationally

equivalent. Indeed, the correspondence between elements u<¡+y^,uaia and

vo+y^akg becomes actual equality under the transformation to = Mo, ua = £7ai»i

+ Ua2Vi+Ua3V3.

The system of Hamiltonian quaternions  (for which ia2=— 1, i2i3=ii

— —iîiî, and so on) is associated with/i=^i2+jC22+X32, or with the identity

matrix.
With every integral form / is associated a system 23(f) of integral qua-

ternions, consisting of the quantities t = t¿ -\-^iata, where t¿ =¿o+2~l^ea/a,

and to, h, t2, t3 are rational integers (§3). Here the ea have the values 0 or 1 in

accordance with §3(1). The sum, difference, and product of two elements of

23(/) are in "52(f). The trace 2t¿ and the norm (to+2~x%2eata)2+£lAaßtatß are

rational integers. The quantities 1 and ja = ia + ea/2 (ci—I, 2, 3) form a basis

of 52(f). H we apply a unimodular transformation U to/ to obtain g, the sys-

tems 23 (/) and 22(g) are isomorphic, and the trace and norm of each element

are invariant. If U is integral, but | U\ > 1, 23(g) is a subset of 23(/)« The sys-

tem 23(/) is maximal in the sense of Dickson, if and only if the form adj /

cannot be derived by an integral transformation from any form adj g, where

g is also integral (cf. §3).

If f=fi, then 22(f) consists of the Lipschitz integral quaternions

(3) t0 + iih + i2t2 + i3t3,

the ti rational integers, the ia the Hamiltonian units. This system is not maxi-

mal. For, if gi = xi2+x22+x32-f-x2x3+x3X]+xix2, then adj gi = (3xi2+3x22-f 3x»2

— 2ar2x3 —2x3xi —2xix2)/4, and adj fi—yi2-\-y22-\-y32 is obtained from adj gi by

the transformation Xi=y2-\-y3, x2=yi-\-y3, x3=yi+y2 of determinant 2.

Any system 23(f) can De put (cf. §11) into other forms by applying rational

transformations, and expressing the conditions on the coefficients of .elements

in the resulting algebras which correspond to the integrality of the elements

of 23(f)- For example, since the diagonal multiplication table for/i is simpler

than that for gi (in the preceding paragraph), we may seek a set of elements

in the quaternion algebra for /i arithmetically equivalent to the set 23 (£i)-

With an eye on the identity

(4) adj gi = (*, + x3 - *i)2/4 + (x3 + *i - x2)2/4 + (xi + x2 - x3)2/4

and noting that «i = e2 = e3 = 1 for gi, we set

yo = 2xo + xi + x2 + x3,       yi = x2 + x3 — %\,

y2 = xz + Xi — x2) y3 = xi + x2 — x3,

whence the norm-form (xo + 2~x52^«Xa)2+51^-<'ßx<'xß becomes (yoi+yii+yt2

+3'32)/4. On solving (5) for the Xi we obtain 2xi= y2-\-y3, 2x2=y3+:yi, 2xt =

yi+^2, 2xo=yo—yi—yî—y3, whence the integrality condition that xo-r^J«*«
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have integral coordinates is equivalent to the condition, that yo, yi, y2, y3 are

integers satisfying

(6) yo = yi = yî = y3 (mod 2) ;

while the corresponding integral quaternions are given by

(7) (yo + iiji + Í2y2 + i3y3)/2,

the ia being the Hamiltonian units. Thus this system of integral quaternions,

given by A. Hurwitz, is isomorphic with X(#i)- The form gi, we should ob-

serve, is the reduced, positive-definite, integral ternary of least determinant

( = 1/2).
The much debated question of whether one should use the Hurwitz sys-

tem rather than that of Lipschitz is thus seen from the point of view of quad-

ratic form theory to amount to this, whether one should confine attention to

fundamental forms (not derivable from integral forms of a smaller determi-

nant) or not. The form /i=*i2+*s2+*s2 is, to the worker with quadratic

forms, just as important as the form gi, even though the form adj /i may not

be fundamental. Similarly, from the standpoint of quadratic forms, non-

maximal systems of integral quaternions are just as important as maximal

systems, even though they may not be as simple (for, if adj g is carried into

adj / by an integral transformation of determinant k, the primes dividing A

will play an exceptional role in X)(/))-

In this article we shall not confine attention to maximal systems. We

shall make no restriction on /, for arithmetical applications, except that it be

integral. However, we shall sometimes be compelled to restrict the norms of

certain quaternions, and it will usually be seen that these restrictions are

vacuous when the system is maximal.

Out of personal experience with Hurwitz or Lipschitz quaternions, the

author may say that it makes no essential difference which one uses. Using

Lipschitz quaternions one must sometimes restrict the norm to be odd, but

this is counterbalanced by the simplifying fact that there are fewer units.

Interesting points to which we may call attention here are: the easily re-

membered multiplication table (§2(1)), and its simple law of transformation

(Theorem 1) ; the definition of a system of integral quaternions (§3) ; the theo-

rem on the uniqueness of factorization of primitive quaternions in every sys-

tem Yi(f) (§5); the algorithm for finding factors of a given norm in §6; the

exact formula (when F is fundamental) for the integral automorphs of adj /

and the norm-form F, which points to the essential Tightness of our definition

of integral quaternion (§7); the determination of all systems with positive-

definite norm-forms in which factorization is always possible (Theorems 10

and 11). We may point also to Theorem 12, which states that there do not

exist genera of more than one class of positive-definite norm-forms, which

do not also contain classes of minimum greater than 1 ; there should surely

be an easier way of proving this.
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Principal notations, f denotes a ternary form of matrix (aaß) ; the matrix

of adj / is A = (A aß) ; the multiplication table of its algebra is given in §2, ( 1 ) or

(2); the basal elements of the algebra are usually designated 1, ii, i2, i3; ele-

ments of the algebra, quaternions, are usually, denoted by the letters

t, u, • • • , z, and their coordinates indicated by subscripts. If / is an in-

tegral form, a basis of the integral elements23(/) is l,ji,jitji (§3);¿ = 4|aa/9| ;

F always denotes the norm-form (xo + eiXi/2 + e2:x:2/2-r-€3X3/2)2+23-'4<>i3XaX0,

where the ea ( = 0 or 1) are chosen to make F an integral form. Subscripts a

and ß always range over 1, 2, 3; subscripts * and j over 0, 1, 2, 3, unless other-

wise indicated. F, G denote quaternary forms; other italic capitals denote

square matrices and their linear transformations; T' = transpose of matrix T;

i = the conjugate of the quaternion t (§2).

We shall employ freely (without indications of proof) certain facts about

the form-residues modulo k to which a quadratic form can be reduced by

integral transformations of determinant prime to k; certain standard proper-

ties of genera of quadratic forms; and the invariants cp of quadratic forms un-

der rational, linear transformations. The latter invariants are due to Hasse

[4], and in the ternary case to Hensel [5, p. 337]. An exposition of all these

tools will be given shortly in a book by the author.

2. The Hermite quaternion algebra. The quaternion algebra pertaining to

the form /, or symmetric matrix (aaß), will now be defined. This algebra has

four basal elements 1, ii, i2, i3 satisfying the multiplication table

ij = — Aaa (a = 1, 2, 3),

iiii  =   — AiZ +   23 «l«*«f ***i  =   —  ̂ 32  —   23 01a»a,

with i3i,, and so on, obtained by permuting subscripts cyclically. In matrix

notations, the multiplication table can be written

(2)    it' = - A + K, where K =

0 23 üíaia        —   23 «2aía

-   23 0.3aia 0 23 0-lciia

23 a2aia        —   23 Glaia 0

where t' denotes the row vector (ii, i2, i3) and the prime indicates "transpose."

The elements of the algebra have the form

(3) x = xo + 23 *«*« = xo + t'f,

where ¿' = (xi, x2, x3) ; and the x,- may range over some field containing the co-

efficients aaß.

It is sometimes more convenient to speak of the ia as pertaining to the

matrix (Aaß). Note that (Aaß) is the adjoint also of ( — aaß), and that the cor-

responding multiplication table is obtained by changing the ia for (aaß) to

their negatives.
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(7) [»*] =

We can easily verify that if u = uo+Y^iaua and ¿ = ¿o+2X¿a, tnen ut = v is

given by Hermite's formulae (1) of §1.

If T is any nonsingular matrix of order 3,

(4) xo + i'f = Xo + t'v,   where   £ = Tr,,    f = iT.

By (2), ïf = T'iiT = -T'AT+T'KT. This suggests the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Leí U denote a matrix of order 3 and nonzero determinant X. If

(flap-) is replaced by (b„ß) = U'(aaß) U, whence A is replaced by B = T'AT (where

T'U= UT'=\I), then the basal elements ka pertaining to B are related to the ia

of A by the linear transformation

(5) f = T'i.

We shall base our proof on the interesting identity:

(6) C'[p*]C = [q*],   where   q = Dp.

Here p denotes any column vector, p' = (p¡, p2, p3), and [p*] denotes the skew-

symmetric matrix formed from p as follows :

^o    pz -pr

-pz        0 pi

p2    -pi        0_

C is any matrix of order 3, and D' is the matrix of its cofactors, that is,

CD=DC = yI, where 7=|C|. Obviously, the left side of (6) is skew-sym-

metric. We leave the verification of (6) to the reader.

To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we must show that T'KT= [q*],

where q = (baß)t. We have immediately,

T'KT = r[p*]T,   where   p = (aaß)i,

= [q*], where   q = \U'(aaB)\ = U'(aaB)UT'i = (baß)t.

The form ^AaßXaXß is derivable from xi2-\-Xi2-\-x32 by means of a complex

linear transformation £ = Tr,, hence A = T'T. It follows from Theorem 1 that

the basal elements ia pertaining to A are related to the Hamiltonian units,

say A« (these being usually denoted by i, j, A), by the transformation t = r'f).

We define the conjugate x of x to be x = Xo—iiXi—i2x2 — izXz. In the case

of Hamiltonian quaternions, xx=^Xi2. Hence, by the preceding paragraph,

there holds in our generalized quaternion algebra,

(8) XX  =   XX  =   Xo2 + %AÍ,   =   Xo2 +   X AaßXaXß.

We call this the norm of x and denote it by Nx. It will be seen from (1) and the

distributivity of multiplication that the conjugate of (up +y^,iaUa)(to +y"X<q)

is (to—^,iata)(uo—^,iaUa), that is
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Hence if v = ut, then v = tü, vv = utiü = uü-tt, or Nv = Nu-Nt. This is of course

Hermite's identity (2) of §1.

The correspondence in (4) replaces each quaternion x by an equal quater-

nion, expressed in terms of a new basis. This correspondence is preserved un-

der addition and, by Theorem 1, under multiplication. The "real part" xo of

íc, and the norm, are invariant.

We call x pure if x = — x, whence 2#0 =0. If x is pure and t is any quater-

nion, then y — txt is also pure, and Ny = Nx(Nt)2. Here Ax is given by the ter-

nary form 23*4aßxaXß. Thus if Nt = l, the linear transformation expressing

the y a in terms of the Xß, obtained on expanding y = lxl, is an automorph of

the form 23^«0XaX0. It is of determinant +1, and will be found to coincide

with the general expression of Hermite, mentioned in the Introduction.

Indeed, we easily prove that y = txt where Nt = l gives the most general

automorph of determinant +1 of any form A = (Aaß), provided it is true for

one particular form, say for the identity matrix I, or the matrix of xix3—x22

(a relatively easy case [l, pp. 22-23]). For, if £ denotes the general automorph

of determinant +1 of (say) I, and T is a particular transformation of / into A,

then an obvious argument shows that T~XET is the general automorph of

determinant +1 of A. Let / denote the /-quaternion for which y = txt expands

into rç = E£. Consider the corresponding equation in A -quaternion s y=txt.

Then the /-coordinates of y are those of the vector Trj, and those of x are

those of TÇ; cf. (4). Hence the A -equation y = txt is equivalent to the linear

transformation Tv = E(T%), or rj = (T~lET)i;. It therefore yields every auto-

morph of determinant +1 of A.

Lemma 1. Let (aaß) be a rational, symmetric matrix of order 3, \aaß\ t^O-

Let I, ki, k2, kz be linearly independent quaternions in the algebra of (aaß) satisfy-

ing the same multiplication table as the basal elements I, ii, i2, iz- Then there

exists a quaternion q in the algebra and a sign a = ± 1 such that

(10) <rki = qhq~x,        <sk2 = qi2q~x,        ak3 = qñq^1.

For since ka2 is real and 1, ki, k2, k3 are linearly independent, ka is pure

and we can find a nonsingular rational matrix T such that f=!T't (cf. (5)).

Hence the multiplication table of the ka is that connected with the form

T'AT. By hypothesis, T'AT = A, or T is a rational automorph of A. Choose

the sip-n of T and adjust <r so that \t\ = +1. Then there exists a rational

quaternion t such that the equation y = txt~x is equivalent to the matrix equa-

tion r] = T£. If x = ii, then ¿' = (1, 0, 0), and v' — ̂ 'T', whence r¡' is the first

row of T'; thus the coordinates of 77' are the ¿-coordinates of ki, that is

ki = tiit~x. Similarly, k2 = tiit~x, k3 = ti3t~~x.

3. Quaternion arithmetics. Let (aaß) be any nonsingular symmetric ma-

trix of order 3, which is semi-integral. That is, an, an, a33, and 2a23, 2a3i, 2a¡2

are rational integers; and the ternary form f =52a"ßXaXß is an integral form.

The adjoint matrix A = (A^ß) may have some of its coefficients with denomi-
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nator 4. It will be convenient to introduce three numbers d, €2, e3 each equal

to 0 or 1 according as (respectively) 2a23, 2a3i, 2a]2 is even or odd. It is easily

seen that

(1) AA =

€l«2     «ie3

«2Í1      «2 «2«3

.«361      «3«2      «32 _l

€e' (mod 2),

where t' denotes the vector (ti, e2, e3).

The Hermite "norm-form" xo2+^AaßXaXß is not always integral for in-

tegral forms/. However, it is found (cf. (1)) that the form

3

F = (xo + tiiXi/2 + e2x2/2 + e3x3/2)2 +   ]£ AaßXaxß

(2) "-ß=1
= Xo2 + Z e^Ä + Z (Aaa + ea2/<t)xa2 + (2A23 + eaz/2)x2Xz

+ (2,4 si + €3€i/2)x3^i + (2,4 lü + iie2/2)a;iÄ;2

always has integral coefficients. By replacing x0 by Xo+^2haxa, where the ha

are integers, we can evidently replace the e„ by arbitrary integers of the same

respective parities. The form (2) then becomes identical with a form shown by

Brandt to be the most general satisfying a certain type of composition iden-

tity. We shall refer to (2) as the Brandt norm-form or simply norm-form.

We now introduce new basal elements j„ by the equations

(3) *„ = U - ea/2 (a = 1, 2, 3),

with the e„ as defined above. The elements of the algebra can be written as

(4) t = t0+ jih + jih + j3t3,

where the U are (say) rational. We define t to be an integral quaternion if the

j-coordinates to, h, h, t3 are rational integers. Clearly,

(5) t  =  to + 2-1 £ ««/a +  Z iJa  =   V +  Z *«'«>

say, and the real part to of an integral quaternion t is in general only half an

integer, while the other coordinates (always integers) are the same for both

the ia and ja.

The sum of two integral quaternions is evidently integral. Also,

Ja     ==  ¿aja Aaa €a /'*,

(6) jijz = (¿2 + «2/2)(t3 + í3/2) = — Atz — 2-xYi, aiae« - eW4

+ anji + (ai2 + É3/2)j2 + (ais + €2/2)j3.

Here A23+2-i£,aiaea+ «2^/4 = (öi2 + í3/2)(a3i + «2/2) — an(aS2 + ei/2) + Ouei,

and is always integral. Hence a product of integral quaternions is always

integral.
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The norm of t evidently coincides with the Brandt norm-form in the ./-co-

ordinates of t as variables, and with the Hermite norm-form in the ¿-coordi-

nates. If t is integral, Nt is an integer. The same is true of t-\-t, or 2t¿. Hence /

satisfies the algebraic equation t2 — 2t0' t+Nt = 0 in which the coefficients are

rational integers.

A quaternion is called primitive if it is integral, and the g.c.d. of its ./-co-

ordinates to, h, k, t3 is 1; primitive mod k if this g.c.d. is prime to k; purely-

integral if it is pure and h, t2, and t3 are integers (pure meaning, even if

/-coordinates are used, that /o+2-123«ak = 0); purely-primitive if it is purely-

integral and the g.c.d. of h, h, t3 is 1. A purely-integral quaternion is therefore

not integral unless 23e«k is even.

Our set of integral elements has all the properties prescribed by L. E.

Dickson [3(a), p. 141; (b), p. 154] for the integral elements of an algebra,

except that in some cases our set is not maximal, and can be imbedded in a

larger set of integral elements.

It can easily be shown directly, or by using some results of Brandt, or of

C. G. Latimer [10], that the set 23(f) is maximal if and only if adj /is funda-

mental, in the sense that adj / cannot be obtained by an integral linear trans-

formation of determinant greater than 1 from the adjoint of an integral form.

For, if d = 41 aaß \, it is easy to prove that adj / is fundamental if and only if

(7)        d is squarefree, and c„= — 1 for each prime p in d.

(In view of Theorem 7, the same result holds with F in place of adj /.) An

examination of Larimer's work will show that every maximal set of integral

elements in a rational generalized quaternion algebra is associated with a

ternary form satisfying (7). It should be noted that he appears in his work

to omit the condition that c2 is —1 when d is even (an essential condition if/

is indefinite) ; and that, after transforming his problem so that in effect €i = 1

and e2 = e3 = 0, he uses as his key form the norm of 2xiiiJrXiii-\-Xziz (integrality

requiring that the coefficient of i\ in a pure quaternion is even), whence his

matrix T is obtained from our A by multiplying the first row and column by 2.,

Several writers have investigated canonical bases of (maximal) integral

sets. Since our multiplication table is so easy to remember, handle, and trans-

form, we prefer not to canonicize it any further, but rather, when we have the

need, to use all the resources of quadratic form theory to obtain the most

expedient form for a particular problem.

4. Integrality is preserved if Tis unimodular. We prove somewhat more.

Suppose T is an integral matrix such that B = T'A T is the adjoint of a semi-

integral matrix. (This is always true if | T\ =1.) To see that integral quater-

nions associated with B are still integral when referred back to A, we need

only show that

(1) 23 e«xa ■ 23 £a*y<x (mod 2).
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where the ea* are the parameters 0 or 1 related to B ; and where £ = Trj,

Xo+2-^^Xa =yo+2-1J^ea*ya-

Now 4A=ee' mod 2 by §3(1). Hence 4B = t*e*' = T'4AT=T'ee'T mod 2.

Hence e*' = e'T, and^1eaxa = e'^ = e'Tr¡^e*'ri=^lea*y<i rnod 2.

Note that the transformation replacing the norm-form (xg-\-2~1/,e„x„)2

-f-£'.<4£ by the norm-form (yo+2-1Z€«*3'«)2 + 7î'-^r7 ¡s the integral transforma-

tion ¿ = r77, Xo=yo+(e*'-e'T)r¡/2 (see §8).

5. The factors of a given norm of a primitive quaternion are essentially

unique. If v=ut in integral quaternions, / is a right-divisor, m is a left-divisor,

of v. Necessarily, Nt\Nv. We designate units, that is integral quaternions of

norm 1, by the letter 6. The quaternions 8t are called left-associates of t; all,

or none, are right-divisors of v. By definition of integral quaternion, v is di-

visible by a rational integer m if and only if each of the ./-coordinates of v is

divisible by m. We now prove:

Theorem 2. Let x be primitive. If Nt — m, and t is a right-divisor of x, the

only right-divisors of x with norm m are the left-associates Ot, provided

. \m is not divisible by any prime p such that p2\d

[(where d = 4| aaß\ ) or such that p\\d and cp = + 1.

It will be noted that the restriction (1) on m is vacuous if the integral

system is maximal (as we remarked in §1). The proof depends on three

lemmas, from which the theorem will follow, since x-\-zm and t have the same

right-divisors of norm m, t = uti with Nt = Nti = m, Nu = l, u = 0.

Lemma 2a. Ifx = y (mod m), x and y have the same right-divisors of norm m.

Proof. If y =x-\-zm and x = ut where Nt = m, then y= (u+zt)t.

Lemma 2b. // Nw is prime to m, x and wx have the same right-divisors of

norm m.

Proof. Choose q so that qNw = \ (mod m). If wx — ut, qwwx = qwut=x

(mod m).

Lemma 3. If m satisfies (1), x is primitive, x — ut, and Nt = m, then we can

choose an integral quaternion z such that N(x-\-zm)/m is prime to m.

Proof. Set q=(Nx)/m. Then

(2) N(x + zm)/m = q + xz + zx + zzm,

and we set

(3) r = xz + zx = 2(xo'zo — ¿3 AaßXaZß).

We can apply to / any unimodular transformation to obtain a more conven-

ient residue, since divisibility will be invariant under such transformation. We
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interpolate here a lemma on form-residues embodying facts needed here and

later.

Lemma 4. Let d = 4| aaß\. If p is an odd prime not dividing d or dividing d at

most once, we can assume

(4) / = «iXi2 + a2x22 + pa'a3Xz2 (mod pr),

r arbitrary, where ait a2, a3 are prime to p, and a3isOorl;ifa3 = l,cp=( — Oia21 p).

If d is odd, fis equivalent mod 2r to the form

(5) / = Xi*2 + a3x32,

a3 odd; and if d = 2 (mod 4) and c¡= —l,f is equivalent mod 2r to the form

(6) / = Xi2 + XiX2 + x22 + 2a3x32,

a3 odd. Form-residues for coprime moduli can be achieved simultaneously.

To continue with the proof of Lemma 3, if p\m and p\q, we make q+r

prime to m by taking z = 0 (mod p2). If p\m, p\q, and p\d, then by (4) with

a3 = 0 and (5),

r = 2(xo'zo' — a2a3XiZi — a3aix2z2 — aia2x3z3) (mod p2), if p > 2,

r = 2[(x0 + x3/2)(z0 + z3/2) + a3Xiz2/2 + a3x2Zi/2 + x3z3/4]

m (2xo + x3)z0 + a3*2zi + a3Xiz2 + (x0 + x3)z3 (mod 4), \i p = 2.

Clearly, x being primitive, q-\-r is prime to p by choice of z mod p. Finally,

the case p\m, p\q, p^d, cp = —I, cannot hold with x primitive:

Lemma 5. // x is primitive and m\Nx, then if p is a prime dividing d pre-

cisely once and satisfying cp= — 1, m cannot be divisible by p2.

For by (4) with a3 = l and (6),

Ax = Xo'2 + pa3(a2Xi2 -f- aiX22) + <Ziff2x32 aa 0 (mod p2),

Nx = Xo2 + x0x3 + x32 + 2a3(xi2 — XiX2 + x22) = 0 (mod 4),

whence Xo and x3, then xi and x2, are seen to be divisible by p.

In view of Lemma 5, m has the following form:

(7) m=2>'mimi, where p is unrestricted (=ë0) if d is odd, m is 1 or 0 if

d = 2 (mod 4) and c2= — 1, /¿ = 0 otherwise; mi is squarefree, and consists only

of odd primes p dividing d once and such that cp = — 1 ; m2 contains no primes

dividing 2d.

6. Conditions for the existence of a right-divisor of norm m. A method

of obtaining the right-divisors if any, of a given norm will now be given.

Theorem 3. Let m be a nonzero integer represented by some form in the genus
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of F, and assume §5(1), x primitive, m\Nx. Then, by an algorithm explained

below, every factorization

(1) * = ut,

in which Nt = m, is associated with a representation of the number 1 by a certain

quaternary form in the genus of F. Hence, unless the genus of F contains a class

of forms which do not represent 1, there exists a right-divisor t of x, of norm m and

necessarily (by Theorem 2) unique up to a left unit factor.

By (1), xt = 0 mod m; conversely, if xt^O and Nt = m, then xt = um with u

integral, xtt = ulm, x — ut. We seek the general solution t of the system of four

congruences xt = 0 mod m, with the intention of substituting this general solu-

tion in the condition Nt = m.

If m is even we can use the residue

(2) / = jxi2 + xix2 + jXi2 + \x32 (mod 23")

where j=0 and X is odd, except that j = \ and X = 2 mod 4 if d = 2 mod 4 and

d= —1. Simultaneously we can assume that

(3) / = ai*!2 + a2x22 + a3X32 (mod mim2),

where ai, a2, and az/mi are integers prime to mxm2, and cp = ( — aia2\p)= —1

for each prime p in mi.

The four coordinates of xt in terms of the ja must be divisible by m. In

particular, on expanding (xo+xz/2+£iaxa)(to+t3/2— XXO with (aaß) as in

(2), and (Aaß) as given by

adj / ■» A0"*i2 - xix2 + jx22) + (j - 1/4) x32,

and then using ii=ji, ii=j2, iz=jz~l/2, we get

*o*o + Hjxi — x2)h  + \(jx2)ti     + (xo + jx3)tz = 0,

xito + (— Xo - x3)h + jx3h + (xi — jXi)t3 = 0,
(4)

x2to+ (-jx3)h+    (- xo)k+ (jxi)t3 = 0,

x3t0 + \x2h + (— \xi)ti +        (— Xo)t3 = 0, mod 2".

For the odd modulus mxmi we can use the ¿-coordinates, since xo and t0' are

integral mod mim2, and have

£o'A/ + 0203*1*1 + a3aix2t2 + aia2*3Í3 — 0,

Xito' — xo'h + axx3t2 — aix2t3 = 0,

x2to' —    a2x3h —       xa't2 +    a2Xit3 = 0,

*3Ío' +        03*2*1 —        «3*1*2   — *o'*3  ■  0, mod pr,

where pr ranges over each of the prime-powers in mim2.
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For success the following process requires that the number of independent

congruences in (4) or (5) be two.

First, let p\mi, whence p\a3. Since Ax = xo'2+a2a3xi2-l-a3aiX22+oia2x32 = 0,

Xo'^Xz = 0 (mod p). Hence the matrix of (5) has the first and fourth rows

zero mod p, and the second and third (xi 0 0 — aix2) and (x2 0 0 a2xi). Clearly,

(5) can be solved for to' and t3 (hence for to and t3) in terms of t\ and t2 (mod p).

Second, let p = 2, d = 2 (mod 4), whence/=^ = 1. Then Ax=xo2+xox3+xs2

= 0 (mod 2), xo=x3 = 0 (mod 2), and the matrix of (4) reduces mod 2 like the

preceding case; we can solve for to and t3 in terms of t\ and t2 mod 2.

If p\d, it may be remarked that (4) or (5) will usually involve three inde-

pendent congruences (if pT\ Nx and p\x). However, if pT\xo' or 2"| 2xo+x3,

we shall prove that the number of independent congruences is two. For ex-

ample, if p\xz, multiplying (52), (53), and (54) by a2a¡xi, Cia3x2, and Oia2x3,

and adding, we get 0 mod pr, whence (54) is a consequence of (52) and (53);

using x3, —a3x2, and a3xi on (5j), (52), and (53) shows the same for (5i). As

p\x3 and ¿)|a2a3Xi2+a3aiX22-|-ßiö2X32 the determinant of the coefficients of to'

and t3 in (52) and (53) is prime to p, and we can solve for to' and t3 in terms of h

and ti mod pr. Similarly in (4) if x3=—2xo (mod 2"), then as / = 0 and

2"| — xo2 — AXiX2, (4i) and (42) are proportional, and (Xx2)(42) + (Xxi) (43)

-xo(44)=0.

To secure pr\xo' and 2"| 2xo+x3, we use Lemma 2b, and the following

lemma.

Lemma 6. If p\d, and x is primitive, we can find an integral quaternion

residue w mod p' (s given not less than 0), such that Nw is prime to p, and the

real part 2(wx)o of 2wx is divisible by p".

We use (2) with/ = 0 and modulus 2'; (3) with a3 prime to p and modulus

p". Hence if p = 2, Nw=wo2+woWs — WiWi (mod 2), and

(6) 2(wx)o = wo(2xo + x3) + w\(\xi) + w2(Xxi) + w3(x0 + Xi), mod 2*,

and if p>2, Nw=wo'2-\-aia3Wi2+azaiW22+aia2w32 (mod p), and

(7) (wx)o = Wo'xo' — üiazWiXi — a3aiw2x2 — aia2w3x3 (mod p*).

Since x is primitive, (6) can be solved for one of the w,-, say wi = &oWo+£>2W2

+b3wz (mod 2'). This implies mod 2 that Wi = 2vi+boVo+b2v2-\-bzV3, wo = vo,

w2 = v2, wz = v3. Substituting this in the expression for Nw gives a quaternary

form of determinant (d/4)2-22, whence not every term in vo, f2, v3 has an even

coefficient. Hence Aw can be made odd by specifying vo, Vi, and Vz mod 2,

and then 2(wx)o = 0 mod 2' by choice of W\. A similar argument applies to (7).

To sum up, for each prime-power pr in m, the condition xJ^O mod pr re-

duces to a pair of congruences such as to — ctti-\-ßt3, fi=7¿2 + 5/s(mod pT), where

a, ß, y, ô are integers; or what is the same thing, to

(8) to = prso + asi + ßs3,       h = P'si + ys2 + 5s3,       h = sit       i3 = st,
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in which the ¿¿ are arbitrary integers, a substitution of determinant p2r. If

these last expressions are substituted for the *,- in the system of congruences

corresponding to xt = 0 (mod p2rt), where p2T1 is another prime-power in m,

we obtain four congruences in So, • • • , S3 equivalent, since p and p2 are co-

prime, to xt = 0 (mod p2ri), and hence having a solution of determinant p22r%

expressing the s, in terms of four new integer parameters. Continuing in this

way, and finally compounding the linear substitutions, we see that the gen-

eral solution of xt = 0 (mod m) is given by a system of the type

3

(9) U = Z Pa*»       i = 0, ■ ■ • ,3, pa integers, | p{}\ = m2.
y-0

Furthermore, for arbitrary integers z0, • • • , z3 the *,- determined by (9)

must satisfy

(k + 2-1X eata)2 + ¿2 AaßUß = 0 (mod m).

For they satisfy xt^O, xtt = 0, x(Nt)=0, where * is primitive and Nt is a ra-

tional integer.

On substituting the expressions (9) for ¿< in the equation

(10) (¿0 +  flH ««O* +   E Aaßtatß  =  m,

we obtain an equation of the form

(11) Z rijZiZj = m,

where the form on the left has integral coefficients. Also, by the preceding

paragraph this form has a value divisible by m for all integers z,- and z¡. It

follows that m divides every r</. Setting r<, = msi,- we get

(12) Z SijZiZj = 1.

Conversely, for any solution z0, • • • ,z3 of (12), the integers /< determined

by (9) satisfy (10) along with xt = 0 (mod m), hence (1).

Finally, to prove that F and G =^2sí¡XíXí are in the same genus, we need

only show that they have the same index, the same determinant d2/l6, and

the same form-residues modulo d2. Let F and G stand for their own matrices.

Since G was obtained from F by applying the transformation (9) of matrix

P — (Pu), and cancelling m, we have

(13) P'FP = mG.

By (13), since \P\ =m2, the determinants of Fand G are equal. Also, the

indices are equal, since P is real, m is positive if F is definite, and the indices

of F and — F are the same if F is indefinite.

We assumed that m is representable by the genus of F. Hence m

— F(vo, »i, v2, Vz), where the vt are rational numbers of denominator prime

to 2d. Thus m = Nv, and mF = N(vt) determines a linear transformation of
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determinant m2 of F into mF, with rational coefficients of denominators prime

to 2d. By (13), P'mFP = m2G; hence F can be carried into G by a rational

transformation with denominators divisible by m but by no other prime fac-

tors of 2d. Hence, first, F and G have the same values for all their rational

invariants cv, and, second, it remains only to prove that Fand G are equiva-

lent mod pT, where p divides both m and 2d. That the last holds true follows

from the easily proved lemma:

Lemma 7. Let p\d; or p\\d and cP= —1. Then every integral quaternary form

of determinant d2/16 is equivalent to a form with the following residue mod pT:

(14) *o*i + d2x2x3,      if p = 2 and d is odd;

(15) Xo2 + *o*i + *i2 + (d2/l8)(x22 + *2*3 + *32),   if P = 2\\d and c2 = — 1;

(16) *o2 + rixi2 + p(x22 + nx32),     if p > 2, p\\d and cp = — 1.

In (16), —n denotes a certain quadratic non-residue mod p.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3. The reader's attention should be

drawn at this point to Theorems 11, 12, and 13.

When / is indefinite, then at least when adj / is fundamental, it follows

from a well known theorem of A. Meyer [3(c), p. 54] and adj/is in a genus of

one class. But it does not necessarily follow that this is true of F. However,

Latimer's theorem that, in the indefinite and fundamental case, every one-

sided ideal in an integral set is principal implies that if F is indefinite and

fundamental, F is in a genus of one class. For, according to Brandt [2, p. 29],

the ideal-classes correspond to the classes in the genus of F.

We shall in §15 prove a result showing that Theorem 3 is in some meas-

ure best possible.

A word should be added here about the restriction on m in Theorem 3.

The genus of F represents all integers m (having the necessary sign if F is

definite) for which F(x0, *i, x2,x3)=m (mod A) is solvable for every modulus A.

It is easily seen that if F is fundamental, and in certain other cases, this con-

gruence is solvable for every A. Hence in this case there is no restriction on m,

except for sign when F is definite.

7. The automorphs of adj / and F. The integral automorphs of any in-

tegral ternary quadratic form can be expressed most conveniently by means

of our systems of integral quaternions. If adj / is fundamental the result will

be surprisingly precise.

We first make some remarks by way of orientation. The automorphs of g

and Kg are the same for any form g and constant k. The automorphs of / are

the transposes of those of adj /. For if A =adj a, and A= |o|, S'AS=A im-

plies S'ASa =AI, S'A and SA are permutable, hence SaS' =a. If there is one

automorph of determinant — 1, all such are obtained by multiplying it on

one side by each positive automorph, where positive signifies determinant +1.
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The automorph —I can be so used if the number of variables is odd. The

form F has the automorph

(1) G -3-
I of order 3, of determinant —1. Hence the number of integral automorphs

of F is double the number of its integral positive automorphs.

Our main result in this section is the following:

Theorem 4. Letf be integral and adj / be fundamental. Then every positive

integral automorph ya =23e«isXß of adj / is obtained by equating i-coordinates in

(2) y = (txt)/Nl (x = 23 i«xa, y = 23 i«ya),

as t ranges over the primitive quaternions such that Nt\d. Every positive integral

automorph y{ =23^«i*;' °f F= (xo+2-123«<*xa)2+23-'4wîXoX0 is obtained by equat-
ing j-coordinates in

(3) y = (txu)/Nt (x = x0 + 52j"Xa, y = yo + 23 i«?«).

as t and u range over the primitive quaternions such that Nt = Nu and Nt\d.

All automorphs so obtained are integral, and each appears exactly twice, once

for t and once for —t in (2), once for (t, u) and once for ( — t, —u) in (3).

Theorem 5. If f is integral and adj / is not fundamental, then all the posi-

tive integral automorphs of adj /, or F, are included among the automorphs ob-

tained as in Theorem 4; but among those so obtained there may be some which

are not integral.

We consider first the uniqueness property. If we apply to adj / a non-

singular transformation T, as in Theorem 1, all quaternion equations will be

transformed uniquely, and the automorphs will correspond as E to T~XET.

Hence we can suppose if we wish that

(4) / = aiXi2 + a2x22 + a3x32, axa2az 9^ 0.

The expression (2) is homogeneous: it is unchanged if t is replaced by X/,

X scalar. Conversely, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 8. If the coefficient field has characteristic not 2, then txt/Nt = üxu/Nu

identically in x implies that t and u differ only by a scalar factor, which may

however lie in a larger field.

We can choose X to make Nt>=\2Nu, and so can assume Nt = Nu. We shall

verify that if the values of the nine elements of txt are fixed, as well as the

value of Nt, then tít¡ are uniquely determined (i,j = 0,1, 2, 3), whence +/ is

determined. The explicit expansion of (2) is D/Nt, where D is

~/o2 + flííis'i2 — asai/22 — didits2 2ai(tt¡t¡ + flaWï) 2fli(— tali + (12/3/1)

(5) 2ai(— toh + 03V2) /o2 — flífla/i2 + azdih* — d\a4? 2oî(/o/i + oiWs)

2d3(/o/2 + 02/1/3) 2a¡(— tot i + 01/2/3) /o2 — OiHit-p — asOi/22 + oito/s2-
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Clearly the value of to2+aiazti2Jrazaiti2+aia2tz2 ( = Nt) and the values of the

three diagonal elements fix the values 4i,-2, and the nondiagonal elements

determine 4/,-fy.

Abbreviate Aaa as Aa. Equating ¿-coordinates in y = txu we get y<**?.rtíXi.

where

roo = toUa—AitiUi—A2t2u2—AztzUz, roi= —Ai(toUi-\-tiUo—ait2u3-srait3u2),

r02= —A2(toU2-\-tiUo+aitiUz — ait3Ui), roz= —A3(toU3-r-t3Uo — a3tiU2-\-a3t2u{),

rio = toUi-\-tiUo-\-aitiU3—aitzUi, ru = toUo—A iíiMi+^4 2t2u2+A3tzUz,

(6)
ri2 = ai(/o«3 — tzUo — a3tiu2 -"- a3t2Ui), r i3 = — ai(toU2 — t2Uo-\-a2tiU3-\-a2tzUi),

rio=:toUi-\-tiUo — a2tiUz-r~ a2tzUi, >"2i== —a2(toU3—/3Wo-|- a3tiU2-\-a3t2Ui),

r22=taUo-\-AitiUi—A2t2u2-\-A3t3u3, r23= a2(t0Ui—tiu0 —ait2u3 —ait3u2),

r3o = toU3-\- l3uo-\- a3tiUi—a3t2Ui, r3i =a3(hu2 — t2Uo—a2tiu3 — a2t3Ui),

r3i= —a3(toUi—tiUa-\-ait2u3-\-ait3u2), r33 = toUo-\-AitiUi-\-A2t2u2—A3t3u3.

The terms occur in sets of four ; for example, the r« involve /o«o and A ataua.

The signs in different r,-, of a set differ in only two terms, so that if the alge-

braic sum is taken to make a particular term add four times, the other three

terms will cancel. Thus if the values r^ are fixed, the values iaia2a3tiUj are

fixed for every i and j. If Nt and Nu also have fixed nonzero values, either

(t, u) or ( — t, —u) are thus uniquely determined.

It will be noted that (6) reduces to (5) when ü = t, the first row and column

becoming Nt, 0, 0, 0.

We saw in §2 that the positive rational automorphs of adj / are given by

(2), but did not determine the field restrictions on the /<. They can indeed be

restricted to be rational. For, / can be carried by a rational transformation

into a form of type (4) with rational nonzero aa. We can choose X so that

Nt is rational. The discussion following (5) shows that tîtj are rational

(i,j = 0, 1, 2, 3). Hence << = m,s1/2, where the w,- are rational, and we can re-

place / by u.

Before going further we prove a similar result for the rational automorphs

of F.

Lemma 9. Let (aaß) be rational. Then as I and u range over the rational qua-

ternions associated with (aaß), such that Nu = l/Nt, then y = txu ranges over all

the positive rational automorphs of Fo=xo2+%2AaßXaXß.

Our proof is similar to that of Hurwitz [7, p. 63] for Hamiltonian quater-

nions. First notice that if the lemma holds for A=(Aaß), it holds for

B = T'A T, where T is rational and of positive determinant. For then

(7) = [ 1,    where    S'1 = \ 1,
Lo   TJ Lo   T-iJ
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gives a rational transformation of Fo into the new norm-form Go=yo2

-\-^.B«(¡yaya, and all rational automorphs of Go are given by S~lHS, where H

ranges over all rational automorphs of F0. Let y = txu be the equation which,

on equating A -coordinates, expands into the matrix equation y=Hx, where

y' = (yo, y\, yi, yi), and so on. Applying the change of basis T, consider the

corresponding equation y = txu in .B-quaternions. The A -coordinates of y and

x are respectively yo and Tr¡, Xo and T£, that is, Sy and Sx. Hence the result

of equating 5-coordinates in y = txu must be the system of linear equations

Sy=HSx, or y = S~xHSx, which is any desired automorph of Go.

If yi=23^»'ix) is a rational automorph of F0, then multiplying by 1, ii, i2, iz

and adding, wegety = AoXo+AiXi-|-A2X2-|-A3x3, where A, = Ao)+Ai,îi-r-A2jî2+A33-î3

are rational, linearly independent quaternions; and we see that the result of

substituting for y in yy or yo2+23^«»í3'<»>'(3 must be Xo2+23i4<*0Xox/s. The prob-

lem of finding rational automorphs reduces to that of finding rational qua-

ternions hj satisfying

(8) (AoXo+AiXi+A2X2-f-A3x3)(ÄoX0+ÄiXi+A2x2-|-A3X3) = Xo2-r- 23 AaßxaXß,

identically in Xo, Xi, x2, x3. Comparing coefficients of Xo2 we have AoAo = 1, and

we can define rational quaternions ka by the equations

(9) Ai = kiho,        h2 = kiho,        A3 = k3ho.

Hence (8) reduces to

(10) (xo-\-kiXi-\-k2x2Jrk3x3)(xo-YkiXi-\-k2Xi-stk3Xz) = Xo2-\- 52AaßXaxß.

On equating coefficients we see that

(11) ka + ka = 0,        kaka = Aaa,        kakß + kßka = 2Aaß    (a, ß =. 1, 2, 3).

We now assume Aaß = 0 if aj^ß, although this may not be strictly necessary.

Then on eliminating the ka, we get

(12) ka2 = — Aaa, kik3 = — k3ki, k3ki = — kik3, &i&2 = — &2Ai.

Hence

klk2k3  = kzk2kl  =   — k3k2kl   =   ^2¿3¿l = — kiklkz  = klk2k3.

Hence the quaternion Ai&2&3 is equal to its conjugate, and must be real. Since

N(kik2k3) =^4n^422^433 = (ana22a33)2, we can set

(13) kik2k3 = cana22azz, <r =  ± 1.

From (13) follows k2k3= — (Tdukt, k3ki= —aank2, kik2= — aa33k3. Hence the

three quaternions crAi, ak2, ak3 satisfy the same multiplication table as the ia.

Hence we can choose q and o to satisfy (10) of §2. Accordingly, in (8),

(14) y = qxq~xho,    or    y = qxq~xh0,
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that is, y = txu or y — txu, where t and u are rational quaternions such that

Nt-Nu = l. Continuity considerations show that the determinant is +1 for

the first, — 1 for the second of these transformations. Lemma 9 follows.

If t has rational coordinates we can choose a proportionality factor X to

make t integral and primitive. Hence every positive rational automorph of

adj / is given by y = txt/Nt with t primitive. We must see whether the various

prime-powers in Nt can be cancelled to make the coefficients tiit/Nt,

ti2t/Nt, tizt/Nt of the xa have integer coordinates. Similarly, every positive

rational automorph of F is obtained by equating /-coordinates in

(15) y = txu/m,

where / and u are primitive quaternions, m a nonzero integer, Nt-Nu=m2

Lemma 10. Let t, u denote primitive quaternions, N(tu)=m2. If txu/m is

integral for every integral quaternion x, then: (a) Nt = Nu= +m; (b) u = ïd,

where 6 is a unit; (c) txt/m is integral for every integral x.

For, in particular, 2m = 0 (mod m). If p' isa prime-power in m, then Nt-Nu

is divisible precisely by p2&. We prove that Nt and Nu are each divisible by p'.

For if not, let Nt be divisible only by pn, n<s. Then ttu = 0 (mod p*),

m = 0 (mod p"~n), contradicting the primitivity of u. Hence Nt = Nu= ±m.

Again, tu= ±m6, 6 integral. Since N(tu) =m2N6, 6 is a unit. Thus u = t8. The

integrality of txtd/m implies that of txtdd/m, that is, of txt/m, for every in-

tegral x.

Lemma 11. Let t, u be primitive, Nt = Nu = +m,m\d, adj / be fundamental.

Then txu/m is integral for every integral quaternion x. Also, txt/m is purely-

integral for every purely-integral x.

Let p>2. We can assume that (4) holds as a congruence mod pT, r large»

and can use (5) and (6) to see whether the power of p in Nt cancels. Since

adj / is fundamental, p divides d precisely once and cp= — 1; we can sup-

pose p\\ciz and ( — aia2\p) = —1. Then if p\ Nt (necessarily only once) clearly

u0 = Uz = to = t3 = 0 (mod p), and every element of (5) and (6) is obviously

divisible by p.
Note in advance for Lemma 13, that if p" exceeds the power of p in d

( = 4aia2a3), then by arguments like those following (5) and (6), p' cannot di-

vide every element of (5), or (6), without rendering /, or t or u, imprimitive.

This applies equally to the prime 2 in case (4) holds, mod 2r.

To facilitate the discussion of the prime 2 we need explicit expansions of

(2) and (3), especially in the case/=/xi2+XiX2-r-/x22+Xx32, / = 0 or 1. These

can be used with the elements determined mod 2r, when the expression for/

is only a residue mod 2r. To derive these expansions we take ai = 4/ — 1, a2 = 1,

a3 = X, and so derive the adjoint form

(16) X(/xi2 — XiX2 + /x22) + (/ — 1/4) x32
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from a2azXi2+a3aiX22+aia2x32 by the substitution

i +'y  -i       o~i r  i

l - /     i        o   ,     r-1 =  j - i

0 0 1 L   o

T =

1

1+7

0

of determinant 1/4. Then we form T~lET, using E as in (5), and apply T to t,

that is, put to = uo, ti = (l+j)ui/2—u2/2, t2 = (Í —j)ui/2+Ui/2, f3=w3/2. Fi-

nally, we replace u0 by M0+M3/2, so that the wt- will be /-coordinates and

integrality most easily discussed. If j = 0, the result for the positive auto-

morphs of adj / is

-2 - \Ui2

(17)
1

Nu

Uo' — AMi' «0W1

— Xm22 («o + u3)2 — u2(uo + u3)

_2\uoU2     — 2Xui(uo + u3)     uo2 + UoU3 + \uiu2_

where ÍVm = Mo2+«o«3—XwiW2 (the Brandt-norm); and if j'=l the result is the

quotient by Nu (=w02+Mo«3+M32+X(mi2 —MiMü+Mü2)) of

WO2- «32+X(Mi2 — M22) 2Mo«3+«32+X(2«1«2 —»l2) «0«1+2«1«3 — 2m0«2 — «2««

(18) — ïiisMi—u¿+\{2uíw¡—M22)      2«o«3+«o2—X(mi2—M22) 2«o«i+«iMs—«o«2-(-«2«s

2X(«0«2+Ml«s) —2\(ut,Uv\-UiUi — U%UÍj      «02 + «0«3+M32 —X(«l2 —«1«2+M22)_

Now (6) is obtained from y = txu, for the/ in (4), by equating ¿-coordi-

nates. To get the result of equating/-coordinates in yo+2jj«y«"" (to+EjJa)

• (X0+Hja*a)(W0+Ej«W«)> We WrÍte '* ES y0+y3/2+^2iaya = (¿O + /3/2 -f^'a'a)

•(xo-\-x3/2+£liaxa)(uo+u3/2-r-'52iaUa), and apply the transformation T as

above, using (6).
Using the abbreviations

(19) pi = t2u3 + Í3M2,   ?i = t2u3 — Í3M2,   ri = Í0W1 + huo,   Si = t0Ui — hu0

where subscripts 1, 2, 3 are to be permuted cyclically, and also p = iiMi+i2w2.

and o = hui —t2u2, we thus find for the automorphs of F=#o2+*o*3+7*32

+)\(jxi2—XiXi+jxi2) =Nx the expression (ha/Nt), where

Aoo = toUo + Xi2Mi — j(t3u3+\p),    hoi = X(/2«o — 7>i + jqî),

A02 = X(/o«i — jn + jq2),

A10 "s fi + Í3M1 + 7?i>

A12 = X/1M1 + j(s3 — X/>3),

(20)     A20 = r2 + t2u3 + 7?2,

A22 = toUo + t0u3 + y(i3«3 + X<r),

Â30 = r3 + t3u3 + \q3,

hzi m — \(si — ¿iM3 + jpi),

A33 = hua + r3 + t3u3 — \t2Ui + j(Xp — t3u3)

A03 = X^Mi — j(r3 + huz + \p—\q3);

An = toUo + t3Uo + j(t3u3 — Xcr),

A13 = toUi + t3Ui — j(s2 + p2 — qi) ;

A2i = \hUi — j(s3 + \p3),

A23 = tiUo + huz + j(si + q2 — pi) ;

A31 = \(s2 + t3u2 — jpi),
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These have been checked carefully. As a final check note that (20) can be re-

duced to (17) and (18) by setting t = ü, that is t0+t3/2=Uo+u3/2, h=—U\,

k= —u2, tz= —Uz, hence to = Uo-\-u3; the first element in the last three rows of

(Ai,) then becomes zero, and the other elements become those of (17), (18);

also, adding half the last row to the first gives yo+3'3/2 = Aw(xo-r-x3/2).

In (18), and in (20) with/ = l, 2| Nu implies that u0 and u3 are even, and

sinceX is even when/ = 1, it is seen that all elements of (18) and (20) are even,

so that /xi/2 is purely integral, and txu/2 is integral. This completes the proof

of Lemma 11.

In anticipation of Lemma 13, note that if 2* exceeds the power of 2 in d

( = (4/—1)X), then in (17), 2' cannot divide the four leading elements without

rendering every u{ divisible by 2; and in (18), 2* cannot divide both Nu and

the last element, without 2 dividing both Uo2 + u0u3-\-u32 and Uj2 — U\U2-\-u22,

whence 2\u.

Again, consider (20) with / equal to zero. For any integer X, it is easily

verified that if 2* exceeds the power of 2 in X, and 2' divides all 16 elements

of (20), then every ttUj is even, so that / or u is imprimitive. A good scheme is

to construct a 4-by-4 square, and check off each product Uu¡ as even, as it

appears.

The proof of Theorems 4 and 5 is now complete, at least in the fundamen-

tal case, when we observe (Lemma 5) that if/ = 1, 4 cannot divide Nt if t is

primitive.

We now need more complete information on the possible form-residues:

Lemma 12. Any integral ternary form f can be carried by a unimodular

transformation into a form with the following residue mod 2T, r large: either

(i) as in (4) with integers aa, or (ii) as 2s(/xi2+XiX2+/x22-|-Xx32), or (iii) as

2ß+2(/xi2+xix2 +/x22) +a3x32. Here j = 0orl;ß and 6 denote non-negative integers,

X and a3 integers. In (ii) if / = 1, X is even. In (iii), the power of 2 in a3 does not

exceed 2ß.

Forming determinants we see that the connection with d is as follows:

(i) d^Aa&iaz (mod 2r); (ii) d=(4/-l)22äX; (iii) d=(4j-l)22ß+*a3 (mod 2r).

In view of Lemma 10, we can complete the proof of Theorem 5, by proving

the following lemma, thus avoiding further complicated fourth order matrices:

Lemma 13. Let t be a primitive quaternion of norm m. If either (a) txt/m it

purely-integral for every purely-integral x, or if (b) txt/m is integral for every

integral pure x, then m \ d.

The significance of (a) and (b) may be seen as follows. Set y = txt, where

x and y are pure. Equating coordinates, we have, say,

y a = talXl + ta2x2 + ta3x3 (a = 1, 2, 3),

where tai, ta2, ta3 are the elements of the crth row of the matrices in, for ex-
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ample, (5), (17), or (18). The column iw, t2ß, t3ß gives the coordinates of Ußt.

Now, (a) means that the ya are integers divisible by m for all choices of in-

tegers xa; that is, m\taß (oc, ß = l, 2, 3). But, in case adj / is given by (16),

whence ei = e2 = 0, e3 = l, then (b) means that for any integers xi, x2, and even

integer x3, yi/m, y2/m are integers and y3/m an even integer; that is, m\ tu, ¿i2,

feii fe, 2/i3, 2/23, fei/2, tzi/2, and tzz-

Only the power of 2 in m, in the nonfundamental cases, remains to

be considered. Consider first (ii) with j' = 0 and 5 positive. The form

adj/=22S(—X*i*2 —*32/4) is derived from — \xiX2—x32/i by the substitution

xa = 2*ya; note that in T^ET, T is 25J, F""1 is 2~SI, and T~lET = E. Referring

to (17), and replacing w0 by u0 — u3/2 (cf. last step in getting (17)) before re-

placing ua by 28Ma, we see that the automorph is now Ei/Nu, where the first

four elements of Ex are («0-2«-1»»)*, -\2uux2, -X225w22, (mû+25-1m3)2; and

Nu is Mo2 — 225_2m32 — 22SX«iM2. Clearly, if 2* divides these five numbers, but

not d, every «< is even.

Similarly in (ii) with / equal to 1, if 5>0, 2* cannot divide Nu = Uo2

+3-225-V+22SX(mi2-MiM2+m22) and the last diagonal element m02+3-22S-2m3*

— 225X(wi2 — UiU2-\-Ui2), without rendering u imprimitive.

Finally, in (¡ii)', adj/=22*+40'-l/4)*32 + 2^+2a3(/xl2-xiX2+7*22), and

is derived from (16) by taking X = 2"+2a3 and replacing x3 by 2ß+2x3. The third

row of (17) or (18) is therefore to be multiplied by 2~ß~2, and then the third

column by 2ß+2, u0 — u3/2 is to be substituted for «0, and then u3 is to be re-

placed by 2*+2m3. Thenew Nuisu02+(4j- l)22ß+2Uz2 + 2ß+2a3(jui2-u1Ui+ju22).

Now 2s exceeds the power of 2 in 22ß+la3. Hence if j = 0, 2s cannot divide the

first four elements (u0-2ß+iu3)2, -2ß+2a3ux2, -2ß+2a3Ui2, and (u0 + 2ß+1u3)2,

without 2 dividing u. Finally, if 7 = 1, and 2s divides Nu and the last di-

agonal element Uo2+3-22ß+2u32 — 2ß+2a3(ui2 — UiU2 + u22), then we see that

2"+2|tti2-ttiK2+W22 and that u0 = 2ß+lvo, 2>-3-2ß\v02+3uz2. If a3 is even,

s^2/3+6; and if a3 and ß are odd, 22ß+6\ 2<3+2a3(tti2-MiM2+tt22); in these cases

8\vo2+3u32, whence u3 is even. But if a3 is odd and ß is even, and 5 = 2/3 + 5,

then putting Wi = 2"/2+1ii], u2 = 2ßl2+1v2, u0 = 2ß+lv0, we find for the first two

diagonal elements the expressions 22ß+2[(v0 + u3)2 — 4«32±4a3(i)i2 — v22)]. The

bracketed expression in both cases must be divisible by 8. If u3 could be odd,

then vo — u3 and v0+u3 would both be congruent to 2, or both to 0, mod 4.

Neither case is possible, and w3 must be even. This completes the proof of

Theorem 5.

Theorem 6. Let adj / be fundamental, that is, let d be squarefree and cp be

— 1 for each prime p in d. Then : (i) if m \ d, all solutions t of Nt = m are obtained

from any one solution by multiplying it on one side (whichever we please) by

all the units; (ii) if Nt = mi and Nu = m2, where mi\d and m2\d, then tu is di-

visible by the g.c.d. m3 of mi and m2, and N(tu/m3) =mim2/m32; (iii) the number

of divisors m of d, for which there exist quaternions of norm m, is a power of 2,
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say 2h; (iv) if the number w of units is finite, then adj / has 2h~xw positive, in-

tegral automorphs, and F has 2*_1w2 positive, integral automorphs.

Proof, (i) By Lemma 10, u = td, where u and t are any two quaternions of

norm m. (ii) We can suppose/=aiXi2+a2x22-|-;£a3X32 mod p2, for any odd p in

d, where (— aia2\p) = — 1 and p\az; and that if d = 2 mod 4, /=Xi2+XiX2

+X22+2/ix32 mod 8, p. odd. Hence if Nt = 0 mod p, f0=/3 = 0 mod p. Suppose

Nt = Nu = 0 (mod p). If p>0, then tu = (iiti-\-iit2)(iiUi-\-iiUi)=0 (mod p),

since îi'a^a(i((«i|(ia0 mod p. If ¿> = 2, the same result is easily verified;

for example, by (1) of §1,

(tu) a + (¿m)3/2 = to'uo' — 2ptiUi — p(hu2 + t2Ui) — 2pt2u2 — 2>t3u3/A

+ (to'Uî + tz'uo + 2p(hu2 — hUi))/2

= t0Uo + tou3 + t3ua — 2p(hUi + t2u2) = 0 (mod 2),

(tu)i = to'Ui + /i'«o + 1(22m3 — /3W2) + (tzUi — hu3)/2

= toUi + ¿iMo + t3Ui + t2u3 — t3Ui = 0 (mod 2),

and so on. It follows that if Nt = mx, and Nu = mi, then tu has w3 as divisor.

Since d is squarefree, tu/m3 can have no further rational integer divisor, and

(ii) follows, (iii) is an easy consequence of (ii), and (iv) now follows from

Theorem 4.

At this point we draw attention to Theorem 8, which can also be verified

(though less simply) by the preceding methods. Indeed, one finds, whether

adj / is fundamental or not, that txu/m is integral for all integral x if and

only if txt/m is purely-integral for all purely-integral x.

8. The connection between/and F. We now proceed more easily:

Theorem 7. If F = (x0 + 2_123«aXa)2 + adj / is carried- into G

= (x0+2_1237/<'Ä;<>)2+aclj i by an integral transformation, then adj / is car-

ried into adj g by an integral transformation. In particular, if F~G, then

adj /~adj g, whence/~ ±g.

For, if A and B denote the matrices of adj / and adj g, then ^4i and B\

are integral matrices, where ^4i =A +ee'/4, Bi =B + rivl'/A. Any integral trans-

formation of F into G is expressible in the form

-    ir x ntr a-c, n
where <r' = (si, s2, s3), t' = (/i, k, t3), and T are integral matrices. The expan-

sion of (1) gives the following three equations:

(2) (to + r'e/2)2 + t'At = 1,

(3) (to + r'e/2)W + e'T/2) + t'AT = ,'/2,

(4) (a + T't/2)(a' + t'T/2) + T'AT = B + w'/4,
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the transpose of (3) being (ö-+r/e/2)(/o + eV/2) + r/^T = 77/2.

Hence if í"*ío+XjeA«> Nt = i (in the set of quaternions related to F) and

the coordinates of t form the first column of the transformation replacing F

by G. Now y = tx (where y = yo+£,jaya, x = xo+£jaXa) is evidently an auto-

morphic transformation of F, since Nt = 1 and Ny = Nx; and the first column,

giving the coefficients of Xo, also consists of the coordinates of t. The inverse

of this transformation multiplied by the transformation applied to F in (1)

produces another transformation replacing F by G, which has ¿o = l, and

fe = fe = fe = 0. Supposing this to be the transformation employed at the start,

we find that (3) and (4) imply a' + e'T/2 = r¡'/2, <x+T'e/2=r,/2,

(5) TAT = B.

Thus F is a transformation replacing adj / by adj g, and the theorem follows.

Suppose now that F = G, so that (1) defines an automorph of F. The pre-

ceding process associates with every integral automorph of F a uniquely de-

termined integral automorph of adj /, satisfying, that is,

(6) T'AT = A,

and a uniquely determined quaternion t of norm 1. Conversely, if T is any

integral solution of (6), the matrix

[W/2]

is an integral automorph of F. For if we put fe- = l, t = 0, we see that equa-

tions (2)-(4) are satisfied with a = (I—T')n/2. Also, a is integral, since by

(1) of §3, 4^=ee' mod 2, T'(AA)T = 4A, T'ee'T = et'; hence if T'e = Ç,

fa2 = €„2 (a = l, 2, 3), or esl'f mod 2. Finally, if t is any unit quaternion,

the automorph y — tx multiplied by that in (7) produces any desired integral

automorph of F. We have thus proved the following theorem.

Theorem 8. The number of integral automorphs of F is equal to the number

of integral automorphs of f multiplied by the number of units.

In particular, if the only units are ±1, every integral automorph of F

is given by. (7) or its negative, where T ranges over the integral automorphs

of adj /. This case occurs when / is definite and the minimum of adj / ex-

ceeds 1.
The definite forms / for which adj / has minimum 3/4 or 1 will be deter-

mined in the next section. At the same time, for later use, we shall isolate

also the forms for which adj / has minimum 7/4 or 2.

Theorem 9. Every form G of minimum 1 in the genus of a norm-form F is

equivalent to a norm-form belonging to a ternary g in the genus of +/.

For G is equivalent to a form (x0+2-1'£lriaxa)2+£lBaßXaXß, where the 77,,
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are 0 or 1, and B+r¡r)'/A is an integral matrix. Comparison of determinants

gives | B | = | A |. Since F and G are in the same genus, (1) holds with to, cr, t,

and T having rational elements with denominators prime to 2d. Now y = tx

determines a rational transformation of denominators prime to 2d, with t in

the first column. Proceeding as before, we get (5) with T rational and of

denominator prime to 2d. Hence 4.4 and AB are in the same genus, and the

theorem follows.

9. The positive, integral forms/ such that adj / has minimum not greater

than 2.

(i) First suppose that £'.4£ represents 3/4. By a unimodular transforma-

tion we can take A33 = 3/A. Hence anXi2-|-2ai2xiX2-|-a22x22 becomes an integral

positive binary form of determinant 3/4. All such forms are equivalent to

xi2+xix2+x22, and we can therefore assume ön = 2ai2 = a22 = l. Next by a

translation on x3 in adj /, we can obtain |2.4i3| ^3/4, | 2^4231 á3/4. Hence

Avz = ai/A, A23 = a2/A, where «i = 0 or ±1, «2 = 0 or ±1. The matrices of/

and adj / now have the following appearance :

(1)

■ 1      1/2

1/2      1

4411    4412     a{

44 21   4.4 22     «2

_ oti       a2      3 .

Let d = 4|aajs| • Then adj adj/=¿//4, and in particular,

(2)        Ad = 12^ii - on2,    2d = anca - l2An,    4d = 12^22 - a22.

Hence ai2=a22= — 2aia2 mod 3, and we can suppose either «i=a2 = 0, or

«i = a2= — 1 (the signs of both a.\ and a2 can evidently be changed without

affecting (10). In these two cases, d = 3k — 1 or 3k, where k is a positive in-

teger, and adj / has the respective matrices

»   7
~Ak - 1    1-2*       - 1

1 -2k   Ak-l       - 1

.  - 1 - 1 3J

Ak

2k

0

2k

Ak

0

the corresponding forms/are as follows:

(4)        Xi2 -f x22 + kx32 + X1X2 + xix3 + x2x3, Xi2 + Xix2 + X22 + Ax32.

(ii) Suppose that adj / has minimum 1. We can take Au = i. Hence

ßnXi2-|-2£i2XiX2+ö22x22 can be taken to be xi2+x22. By a translation we get

|24n| gi, ¡2A23\ ál. Hence Ai3=ax/A, 423 = o¡2/4, where «i, a2 = 0, ±1, or

±2. Since the coefficient of Xix2 in/ is 0, the negative a,- can be dropped. We

have (1) with 0 in place of each 1/2 in the upper left, and 4 in place of the

3 on the lower right. Hence

Ad = 16^4 h — ai2 Ad = 16^22 — <X22,        0 = ait*2 — 16^i
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o;i2=a22 = aia2 = 0  (mod 4). We can set ai = 2ßit where ßi = 0 or 1. Then

An = (d+ßi2)/A, A22 = (d+ß22)/A, An=ßiß2/A, and

F = (xo + 2-^(A)! + (d + |3i2)xi2/4 + (d + ßi2)x22/A

+ x32 + ßiXiXz + ß2x2x3 + ft/32XiX2/2.

Since F must have integral coefficients, e3 = 0, €ie2+/3i/32 is even and ei2+/3i2

= f22+/322 mod 4. This implies that ti=ß2, e2=ßi, and d= — €i2 — e22 mod 4.

The forms/ obtained from (ei, e2) = (0, 1) and (1, 0) are equivalent. There re-

main three forms/:

(6) Xi2 + x22 + Ax32 — x2x3 — x3xi, Xi2 + x22 — Xix3 + Ax32, Xi2 + x22 + Ax32,

and d is respectively 4* —2, 4& —1, and 4A. We can suppose A^l in connec-

tion with (63), Aï;2 in (6i) and (62). For, if A = l in (6i) or (62), adj/represents

3/4, and it is seen that/ is equivalent respectively to the case A = l of (4i)

and (42).

(iii) Let adj / have minimum 7/4. As before we readily obtain:

4.4 n    4^412     a-T

AAii    AAa     a2    ;

. Oil        a2        7 _

where au ct2 = Q, ±1, ±2, ±3; 4^ii = (ai2 + 8á)/7, AA22 = (a22+Ad)/7,

4^i2=(aia2-2d)/7; -4ai«2=ai2 = 2a22 (mod 7); (a., a2) = (0, 0) and d = 7k,

(cci, a2) = (l, -2) and d = 7k-l, (on, a2) = (-2, -3) and ¿ = 7A-4, or

(«i, a2) = ( — 3, — 1) and d = 7k — 2. Hence we have four forms, with d respec-

tively 7A—4, 7A —2, 7A —1, and 7A, and each demanding k — 2:

xi2 + 2x22 + Ax32 + Xix2 + Xix3 + 2x2x3,

(7) xi2 + 2x22 + Ax32 + x2x3 + XzXi + xix2,

Xi2 -+- 2x22 + Ax32 + xix2 + x2x3,        Xi2 + 2x22 + Ax32 + xxx2.

(iv) Let adj / have the minimum 2. Then we have

~AA u   AA12     «r

4.4 21   4.4 22     a2   ;

_ «i       a2       8 _

01, a2 = 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4; AAn=(ai2 + 8d)/8, AA22= (a22+Ad)/8, aia2 = 32A12;

ai = Aßu ct2 = 2ß2, ßi = 0 or l, ß2 = 0, l,or2; e3 = 0,

(xo + «iXi/2 + e2x2/2)2 + (2/V + á)xi2/4 + (ß22 + á)*22/8

+ 2x32 + /3u32XiX2/2 + 2^ixxx3 + /32x2x3

is integral, d= — ei2 — 2pY mod 4, ¿= —j322 —2«22 mod 8, eie2+/3ij32 is even. We

1      1/2

1/2      2

ri  0   n
0 2
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thus have six cases: (a) d = 8A — 6, «i = 0, i2 = l, #l = 1, /ß2 = 2; (b) d = 8k — 4,

íi = í2=(8i = 0, j32 = 2; (c) d = 8A-3, €i = €2=/3,=)32 = l; (d) ¿ = 8A-2, ex = 0,

í2 = 1=/3i, /32 = 0; (e) ¿ = 8A-1, £i = l, e2 = 0=ft, ß2 = \; (f) d = 8k, ti = t2=ßi

=/32 = 0. The corresponding forms/ are respectively:

*i2+2*22+A*32—*i*3 —2*2*3 (A^3),  *i2+2*22+A*32 —2*2*3 (A^2),

(9)       *i2+2*22+A*32— *i*3— *2*3 (A^3),    *i2+2*22+A*32—*i*3 (A^3),

*i2+2*22-t-A*32-*2*3 (*è2), *i2+2*22+A*32 (A^2).

10. Problem; to find all the fundamental definite norm-forms F for which

factorization, as of Theorem 3, is always possible. The genus of a fundamental

norm-form represents all positive integers. Hence F must represent 2, and so

must belong to one of the forms in (4), (6), (7), and (9) of §9. We number these

in order, Io to 15°. Note also that d must be squarefree (excluding 5°, 11°,

and 15°), and cp is —1 for each p in d. Since/ is definite this implies that d

contains an odd number of primes.

Io. Then F= (*o+*i/2+*2/2+*3/2)2+0/4, where

</> = 3*32 + (4A - 1)*22 + (4A - l)*i2 - (4A - 2)*i*2 - 2*i*3 - 2*2*3.

Since <p is Eisenstein-reduced if A5;l, the least number primitively repre-

sented by <p with (*j, #2)^(0, 0) is 4A —1. Since F(xo, 0, 0, *3)=*o2+*o*3+*32

9^2, F does not represent 2 if A =g 3.

There remain the cases A = l and 2, that is, d = 2 and 5, when F is indeed

fundamental and in a genus of one class (Theorem 10).

2°. F = *02+*o*3+*32+A(*i2+*i*2+*22), and F^2 if A^3. If A = 2, d = 6

and contains two primes. There remains A = l, or d = 3 (Theorem 10).

3°. F=(*0+*i/2+x2/2)2+</>/4, 4>=4*32 + (4A-l)x22+(4A-l)*12+2*ix2

+4*1*3+4*2*3. Hence if A^4, F^3. Since cp=(2— 4A, — l)p, c2 = ( — 1)*; and

if A =3, c6=l. Hence no fundamental F remains, as A^2.

4°. F = *o2+*o*2 + A*22+X32+*3*i+A*ii!. If A^4, F?±3. If A = 3, we might

point to the fact that/=(l, 1, 3, 0, —1/2, 0) is not alone in its genus, being ac-

companied by g = (l, 1, 4, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2). (For further information on /, see

[8, p. 173].) Hence G = (*0 + 2-1J^xa)2 + (15*i2 + 15*22 + 3x32 - 14*i*2

— 2*1*3 — 2*2*3)/4 is in the same genus as F; and since Gj¿2, G and F are

inequivalent. However, although this proves that F is not in a genus of one

class, it does not prove (since G represents 1) that factorization, as of Theo-

rem 3, may fail. For this reason, we point to the following third form in the

genus, of minimum 2:

2*02 + 2*l2 +  2*22 + 2*32 +  *0*1  —   *0*2 +  2*0*3  —   2*1*2 —   *2*3

= 2(*o + Xi/4 - *2/4 + V2)2

+ (12*32 + 15*22 - 15*i2 - 14*i*2 - 4*!*3 - 4*2*3)/8,

whence indeed factorization must sometimes fail.
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There remains the case A = 2, d = 7 (Theorem 10).

6°. F = (*o + *2/2 + *3/2)2 + 0/4, 4> = 7*,2 + (4A - 1)*22 + (8A - 4)*i»
— (4A—4)*i*2—4*i*3 —6*2*s. Hence as F(*0, 0, 0, *3) =*o2+*o*s+2*32?£3, F

does not represent 3 if (4A —1)/4>3, or A=4. If A = 2, ¿ = 10. Finally, if A = 3,
whence ¿ = 17, then besides another norm-form in the genus corresponding

to g = (1, 1, 6, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2), there is the following form of minimum 2 in the

genus of F:

2(*o + *i/4 - *2/4 + *3/2)2 + (23*i2 + 23*22 +12*32- 4*2*3 - 4*i*3 - 22*i*2) /8

=   2*o2 + 3*l2 + 3*22 +  2*32 +  *o*l  —   *0*2 + 2*0*3  —  3*1*2  —   *2*3.

7°. F=(*o+*i/2+*2/2+*3/2)2+0/4, (?S = (8A-l)*i2+(4A-l)*22+7*32
-(2A-l)*i*2-3*i*3-*2*3. If A = 2, ¿ = 12. If A=4, F¿¿3. If A = 3, the genus

of F contains the following form of minimum 2 :

2(*o + *i/4 - *2/2)2 + (23*i2 + 20*22 + 16*32 + 4*i*2 + 16*i*3 + 8*2*3)/8

= 2*o2 + 3*i2 + 2*22 + 2*32 + *o*i — 2*o*2 + 2*i*3 + *2*3.

8°. F= (*o+*i/2+*3/2)2+<7)/4, 0 = (8A-l)*i2+4A*22 + 7*32+4A*i*2 + 2*i*s
+4*2*3. Hence if Aè4, F^3. If A = 3, ¿ = 20.

If A = 2, ¿ = 13, and F is in a genus of one class (Theorem 10).

9°. F = *o2+*o*3+2*32+A(2*i2+*i*2+*22). Hence if A^4, F^3. If A = 2

or 3, ¿ = 14 or 21, and Fis not fundamental.

10°. F=(xo+*2/2)2+</>/4, </>=(8A-4)*i2+(4A-l)*22+8*32+4*i*2 + 8*i*3

+8*2*3. Since ¿ = 8A —6, c2 = l if A is even. If A = 3 or 5, ¿ = 18 or 34. If A^7,

F(*o, 0, 0, *3)=*o2+2*32^5, and (4A-l)/4>5; F^5.

12°. F=(*o+*i/2+*2/2)2+0/4, 0 = (8A-l)*i2+(4A-l)*22+8*32 +2*i*2
+ 8*i*3+4*2*3. If A^6, F^5. If A = 3, ¿ = 21. But if A=4 or 5, ¿ = 29 or 37,

we have again to construct forms of minimum 2 in the genus of F:

2(*o + *2/4 - *3/4)2 + (32*i2 + 31*22 + 15*32 + 16*i*2 + 8*i*3 + 2*2*3)/8

= 2*o2 + 4*i2 + 4*22 + 2*32 + *o*2 — *o*3 + 2*i*2 + *i*3;

2(*o+*i/4+*2/4-*3/4)2+(39*i2 +31 *22 + 23*32-10*i*2-6*!*3-22*2*3)/8

=   2*o2 +  5*12 + 4*22 + 3*32 +  *0*1 +   *0*2  —   *0*3  —   *1*2  —   *1*3  ~  3*2*3.

13°. F=*o2+*o*2+A*22+2(*32+*3*i+A*i2). Here c2 is 1 unless A is odd.

If A = 3 or 5, ¿ = 22 or 38. If A ̂  7, Ft*5.
14°. F=*o2+*o*i+2A*i2+A*22+*2*3+2*32. If A = 2 or 5, c, = l. If AS6,

Ft^5. But if A = 3 or 4, ¿ = 23 or 31, we need the following forms of minimum 2

in the genus of F:

2*o2 + *o*i + A*i2 + 2*22 + *2*3 + A*32.

Summing up, we can state the following theorem:

Theorem 10. The only fundamental definite norm-forms in whose (maximal)
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quaternion arithmetics factorization is always possible are the following :

.F2=xo2+Xi2-r-x22-|-x32+XoXi+XoX2-r-XoX3, where d=2;

F3 = Xo2+ XoX3+ x32+ Xi2+ xix2+ x22, d = 3 ;

(1)       i76=Xo2+Xi2+2x22+2x32+x0xi+xox2-|-xox3—X!X2, ¿=5;

/"7=xo2+xox2-|-2x22-|-x32-(-x3xi-)-2xi2, d=7;

■f7i3=Xo2-f-4xi2+2x22+2x32+xoXi+xoX3+2xiX2-|-xiX3-(-x2x3, ¿=13.

To complete the proof we must show that each of these five forms is in a

genus of one class. This can be done by means of formulae for the weight of a

genus, making use of the number of automorphs. (See references to Smith in

§§13 and 14.) This is possible since, the determinant being a square, the

weight of the quaternary genus can be expressed in a finite form. And indeed

this method was used by the author in 1941, but not published, to obtain

37 norm-forms in genera of one elass, two of the forms in Theorem 11 being

overlooked. This was not as good a result as we have now, since it left open

the possibility of a genus containing several classes, which all have mini-

mum 1.

A result of Korkine and Zolotareff [9] shows that a*^Ao, where a is the

minimum and 5 is the determinant of a definite quaternary form G. In the

present case 5=d2/16. Hence a = l for the genera* of F2, Fz, F6, and Ft; but a

is 1 or 2, for the genus of Fiz. Now the ternaries/ corresponding to the five

Fd are easily seen to be in genera of one class. It rema'ns only to shew that

there is no form of minimum 2 in the genus of Fn-

If the minimum is 2 we can take G = 2xo2+x0(ßiXi-|-ß2X2-r-tt3x3)+ • • • . If

all the aa could be even, the determinant of-G would be either half or quarter

of an integer; but the determinant is 169/16. Hence we can suppose.that the

g.c.d. of the aa is 1, and can replace (through the inverse of a unimodular

transformation) 2^«xa by x\. We thus obtain

G = 2xo2 + x0xi + • ■ • = 2(xo + Xi/4)2 + 4>(xu x2, x3)/8,

whence <£ = 7xi2 (mod 8). Indeed, <b is equivalent to a form congruent mod 2r

to 7yi2 + 8y2y3, since l=det(2G) = ( —1)( —1) mod 8. Also, the form-residue

mod 13r of .r7shows that </>~i'Zi2-|-13(z22+i'z3!!) mod 13r, where v is a quadratic

non-residue mod 13. Since det <p = 522, we have adj (¡> = 52ip, where yj/ is an im-

properly primitive form of determinant 52, and adj 4'=<p. The minimum a of

\p satisfies a3 = 104, a = 2 or 4. If a = 2, then 3a2/4 = C-g(416/3)1'2, 3,rgCgll;

since C must be represented by <p, C may be 7 or 8 (which agree with the

form-residues of (f> above). But if 4> represents 7 (necessarily with xi odd),

G = 2(xo+Xi/4)2+0/8 evidently represents 1; if <j> represents 8, 4|xi, and G

again represents 1. If a =4, 12 = C^(832/3)1/2<17. The only C consistent

with the form-residues of <p is C=15. But 0(0, x2, x3) =5x22+2jRx2X3-r-Cx32,
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where BC—7^2 = 4-52; and this is impossible since ( — 20813) = — 1. Hence

there is no form in the genus of minimum 2. The reader will discern here the

essentials of the method used to get forms of minimum 2 in §10.

11. Diagonal forms for the arithmetics of F2, • • • , Fi3. We saw in §1 that

the system of integral quaternions related to F2 can be carried by the trans-

formation (5) of §1 into the system S2:

(1) (yo + iiyi + iiyi + izy3)/2,        y0 = yi = y2 =- y3 (mod 2),

the yi integers, the ia pertaining to (1, 1, 1).

Clearly, any system of integral quaternions can be transformed into in-

finitely many such diagonal systems. It is only necessary to transform the

norm-form into a form Y02+aia3 Fi2+o3ai Y22-\-aia2 Y32, where the Y, are linear

expressions with rational coefficients in the *,-, and to work out the conditions

of integrality.

For example, consider Fe. Since adj / has cs — — 1, and cp is +1 for all other

p, we seek a form (a¡at, a3ai, aia2) of a small determinant, with the same

property, so that it shall be rationally equivalent to adj /. We easily find

(5, 10, 2). Now 4 adj / = 7*i2+7*22+3*32 —6*1*2—2*i*3 —2*2*3, and has de-

terminant 100, and cannot be expressed as 5( )2+10( )2 + 2( )2, where the

indicated linear forms are to have integer coefficients. We therefore take the

next best, 16 adj/, and find the expression

5(- 2*2)2 + 10(*i - *3)2 + 2(3*i - 2*2 + *3)2.

We therefore obtain a norm-form (y0/2)2+5(yi/2)2 + 10(y2/4)2+2(y3/4)2, by

(2) yo = 2*o + *i + *2 + xz, yi = — x2, y2 = *i — *3, y3 = 3*i — 2*2 + *3.

The y; are then integers with the *<, but the integrity of the *¿ requires

yz+yz = 2yi (mod 4), yo+yi=yi (mod 2). Hence the system of integral qua-

ternions associated with Ft becomes transformed into S6:

(2yo + 2yi¿i + y2i2 + y3i3)/4,

yo + y 1 = y2 (mod 2),      y2 + y3 = 2yi (mod 4),

the yi integers, the ia pertaining to/= (2, 1, 5). That is, for the last, ¿i2= —5,

¿22= —10, ¿32= —2, ¿i¿2= — iiii = 5i3, and so on.

In a similar way, using the respective transformations

(4) yo = 2*o + *i, yi = *i, yi = *2, y3 = *2 + 2*3,   for F3 and F7,

(5) yo = 2*o + *i + *3, yi = + *i, y2 = — x3, y3 = 2*t + 4*2 + x3, ioi Fn,

we find for F3, Ft, and Fi3 the arithmetics S3, S7, and Si3:

(6) (yo + iiyi + ¿2y2 + izyz)/2, y0 = yi, y2 = y3 (mod 2),

the yi integers, the ia pertaining to/= (1, 1, 3) for S3, to (1, 1, 7) for S7;
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(7)
(2y0 + 2yiñ + y2i2 + y3i'3)/4,

yo + y\ "■ y i (mod 2), yt + yz = 2yi (mod 4),

the i'a pertaining to/= (2, 1, 13) for 2i3.

The author wishes here to acknowledge the valuable assistance of Miss

C. S. Williams, who checked most of the computations in this and the follow-

ing sections.

The preceding diagonal forms will simplify the work of deriving the non-

maximal systems in which, subject to (1) of §5, factorization is always pos-

sible.

12. Integral transformations, especially of norm-forms into norm-forms.

Two integral matrices 7"i, P2 are called right-equivalent if there exists a uni-

modular matrix U such that Ti = T2U. H. J. S. Smith [13, vol. I, p. 389] has

shown that any integral matrix of order r and determinant n (>0) is right-

equivalent to a unique matrix

(1).

»1      »12

0        Hi

Wir

Wür

LO     0 nr —I

m = »i • • • «r, 0 = na < ni.

Hermite was the first to give a general enunciation of this [6(b), p. 192].

Hence, if n is a prime p, an integral matrix of order 3 is right-equivalent to

one and only one of the p2-\-p-\-l prime matrices

(2)

p    a   ß

0    1    0

Lo  o   ij

ri
o

o

o  on    ri o

o

PJ

a, ß = 0, 1, • • • , p - 1.

We shall now prove the following lemma.

Lemma 14. Let T be an integral matrix of determinant n. Then for every ex-

pression n =pipi ■ ■ ■ p,as a product of primes in some order, we can find prime

matrices Pi, ■ ■ ■ , P, such as in (2) and of respective determinants pi, • ■ ■ , p„

and a unimodular matrix U, such that

(3) T = PiP2 P.U.

It is easily seen that T can be expressed in this form with the primes pi

in some particular order. For example,

■10   0"

0   pn a

.0    0    m.

0

m.
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and unit factors can eventually be moved to the extreme right, by Smith's

result. It remains only to show that if P and Q are of determinants p and q,

where p and q are distinct primes, then PQ = QiPiUi. We can suppose P and

Q to be of the types in (2) ; hence PQ is of one of the forms

pq a    ß

0    1    0

LO    0    1J

-p a ß-

0 q 7

.0    0    1

■p a ß

0 1 0

.0    0 ÇJ

3

0

Lo

n
7

1

and so on. In the first three cases the diagonal matrix {p, 1, 1} can obviously

be factored out to the right. In the fourth case,

1

0

L0

a

P
0

1

0

Lo

M2   0"

1   0

o   i J Lo  o

0   ß — my'

P       y
l    JLo

ri
o

wi 0"

1    0

0    1.

where «i and n2 are integers such that a = n2p+niq. Clearly, {1, p, 1} can be

factored out at the right of the middle matrix.

We consider now the conditions under which a norm-form G is derivable

from a norm-form F by applying an integral transformation T of determinant

n to the variables xa, that is, to adj/, and then a translation on x0 (to make the

coefficients of xoXa be 0 or 1. If A = (Aaß)=ad\(aaß), where (aaß) is semi-

integral, the matrix T'AT will not, in general (if n>l), be the adjoint of a

semi-integral matrix (baß). If T'AT is the adjoint of some semi-integral

matrix, we shall call T a suitable transformation for A.

If T is suitable, and T'A T = adj (baß), then comparing determinants we

get m2A2= | baß\2, and we can choose the sign of (baS) to get | baß\ =nA. Hence

if U is the matrix of cofactors of T, whence U'T = TU'=UT'' = nl, then

(4) U'(aaß)U = n(baß).

Conversely, (4) implies T'AT = ad](baß). Hence: a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that T be suitable for A is that U'(aaß)U be "divisible by »," the quotient

to be semi-integral.

If n = p'm, where p is a prime not dividing m, and if T is suitable, then T\

must be suitable, if we factor T as TiT2, j 7"i| =p", \T2\ =m, Ti and T2 in-

tegral. For if (in obvious notations)

Ut'Ui'(aaß)UiU2 = ptn(bat),

where (b„p) is semi-integral, then multiplying by T2 and P2', we get

Ui'(aaß)Ui = p'(Ti(baß)T2'/m).

Since the leftside is semi-integral, the right side must be likewise, and since

m is prime to p, T2(baß)T2 must be "divisible by m."
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Lemma 15. If \ T\ =p' (s^l), and if T is suitable for A, then T has a
left-divisor of determinant p which is suitable for A, except that (i) if d is

prime to p, and (ii) ¿//'~aiXi2+a2*22+03*32 (mod pr), where p>2, p\a3, and

( — aia2\p) = — 1, or ¿//~xi2+*iX2+*22+k*32 (mod 2r), where p = 2 and k is

even, then T may not have a suitable left-divisor of determinant p, but if so

will have one of determinant p2.

(5)

Using Hermite's result we can suppose that

~p"   X     n '

T =    0     p'   v

_0     0     pT_

0 g X, ß < p", 0 á v < p\

p + a + t = í, p, a, t ^ 0.

We shall actually prove a little more in case (ii), namely that if we take the ~

as being = (as we can, by a unimodular transformation), then any matrix

which has no suitable left-divisor of determinant p will be right-equivalent to

a matrix (5) where p>0, <r>0, t = 0, X = 0 mod p, and then

(6) P ' =J.  ftp

p    0    ß-

0    P    v

LO    0    1.

is a left-divisor of T, and is suitable for A.

If / has the form ai*i2+fl2*22+a3*32 mod pT, then the three diagonal ele-

ments of U'(aaß)U, and the doubles of the three non-diagonal elements, are:

(7) p2"+2'az, p2"+2ra2 + p2»v2az, p^+^ai + ¿>2'X2<i2 + (Xx - p'ß)2a3;

(8) - 2p2<*°va3, 2p"+'(\v - p'ß)a3, - 2¿"+2rXa2 - 2p"v(\v - p*ß)a3.

The condition for T to be suitable is that p' divide these six numbers.

If p divides every aa, evidently every matrix of determinant p is suitable.

If p divide a2 and ö3 but not Oi, then if T is suitable, <r+r>0; if now t>0,

the diagonal matrix PP= {l, 1, p\ is a suitable left-divisor of T; and if t = 0

but <r>0, the matrix

(9) P, =

ri
o

0

0 on

p     V

0    1.

is a suitable left-divisor of T. Hence assume p\aia2. Also, let p\a3. The mat-

rices Pp and P?,' are suitable. If we left-multiply T in (5) by Pp~l we get an

integral product if r^l. Hence let t=0. Then the suitability of T implies

by (72) that p>0.

Now assume p>2. Then either <r>0 and p\\ (by (83)), or <r = 0  and

p\ai+a2\2 (by (73)). In the last case, v = 0 and
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(10) Fxu =

p   X   ß-

0    1    0

Lo  o   i.

is a suitable left-divisor of T. But if p>0, <r>0, and p\]\, then P„,' is a suit-

able left-divisor of T. Further, P,,„' has no suitable left-divisor of determinant

p if (—aia2|p)= —1, and has P\ß as a left-divisor if ^|ai+a2X2.

Similarly, let p = 2. Then by (73), either <r = 0 and X is odd, or a>0 and X

is even. In the first case, P>, is a suitable left-divisor of T. In the second case

P,,,' is a suitable left-divisor of T, and has Pi,,,-, as a suitable left-divisor.

Next assume that p\aia2a3, p>2. It can be verified that the matrix Px„ is

suitable if p\ai-\-a2\2-\-a3ß2, P, is suitable if p\a2-\-a3v2; and that the three

matrices of determinant p2,

(ID P ' =

■1 0 0

0 p 0

.0   0   p_

IV-

p X o-

0 1 0

Lo   0   p.

are suitable. In connection with (11) we make the respective assumptions

(12)        (— a2a3| p) = — Í,    p\ax + a2X2,    p\axa2 + a2a3ßi2 + a3aivi2.

For, if (12i) does not hold, Pp' is left-divisible by P„; if (122) does not hold,

P\' is left-divisible by Pxo- Lastly, P, will be a left-divisor of P„lrl' if

p\a2-\-a3v2, excluded by (123) if p\ßi. Again, Px„ will be a left-divisor of

Pßi,i if and only if X and ß satisfy

ai + a2X2 + a3ß2 = 0,        mi — Xvi — ß = 0 (mod p).

Eliminating ß, and assuming that p\ aia2-\-a2a3ßi2-\-a3aiVi2, we readily obtain

(aiVi-\-a2ßik)2 = 0 (mod p), which is solvable for X if p\ßi.

Now F has Pp as a left-divisor if cr^l, t2:1, and p\ v. (i) Suppose that

<r = 0, whence v = 0. Since pp+T\ (7i), (82), and (73), we have r5=p, ß = pTß^,

pp~T\ai+a2\2-{-azßi2. If here p=r, then as 0^ß<p", p. = 0 and Px„ is a left-

divisor of T. But if p>t, then PxMi is a left-divisor, (ii) Suppose (7^1, t = 0.

If ^|a2+a3i'2, P» is a left-divisor of T. Assume p\a2+a3v2. Then a^p by (72),

\ = p°i\i by (83), £"~<r|ai+a2Xi2+a3(Xii' — p.)2 by (73). If now p = <r, whence

X = 0, then P„/ is a left-divisor of T. But if p>cr, then Pxi,„_m,. is a left-

divisor, (iii) Finally suppose tr^l, t^I, p\v. By (81), r^p. If now o-^r,

then by (83), pc+T\<\v — p°n, X=£*Xi, Xi an integer, and p\\iv — p.. And if

^t, then by (82), X = ^X2; by (83), £"1 M^'+öax2) -p°~ra3ßv, p°~T\\i,

\ = p"\i, p'T\a3vÇKiV—ß), p\\n>—ß. In either case, Px/ is a left-divisor of T.

Now assume p\aiaia3, p = 2. The suitability of F implies (i) p+o->0;

(ii) p>0, or p = 0 and 2|2r+j'; (iii) t>0 and 2|Xj'-2"p., or r = 0 and

2|2<r+X+Xi>-2<'p.. Hence, if p = 0, then <r>0, X=p. = 0, and P, is a suitable
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left-divisor of T. If p>0, and <t = t=0, then v = 0 and X+p. is odd; hence

Px„ is a suitable left-divisor. If p>0 and T = 0<<r, then 2|X(1+»'); then P\iMi

is a left-divisor if X is even, and p—\iv—pi even, and is suitable if X1+M1 is

odd: this can be achieved when X is even unless v is odd. Also, if v is odd,

P, is a suitable left-divisor. Lastly, if p>0 and r>0, then 2\\v — 2'p, and P2

succeeds.

We assume next that /=/xi2-f-xiX2+jX22+0-r"l)7x32, j = 0 or 1, y an in-

teger. Then 2' must divide the six numbers

(13)

(/ + l)22"+2ff7, j22>+2* + (j + 1)22"7k2,  2*+*<j - 2'+2*\ + 22r\2j

+ (/ + DtO - 2'/*)';

(/ + 1)22^+V,   (/ + l)2"+"+17(Xi' - 2'fi), 2p+<t+2t  _   ^2P+2r+l

- (/ + l)2'+xyv(\v - 2'p).

(Note also that if / is replaced by 2s/, ô>0, these six numbers are multiplied

by 2s, and every matrix of determinant 2 is suitable.)

Let 7 be odd. The suitable matrices of determinant 2 or 4, omitting some

of determinant 4 which have suitable left-divisors of determinant 2, are P2

and P„m' if / = 1, and the following if/ = 0:

(14)

■1  0  0-

0   2    0

.0   0    1.

PxiXi =

"2     Xi    Xf

0     1     Ö

.0     0     1.

iV -
2  0  r

0  2   1

Lo  0   1.

Now let/ = 0. Evidently P2* is a left-divisor of T if <r^l and v is even;

PxiXi is a left-divisor (for Xi zero or one) if p>0, a = 0, p = 22T~K mod 2; or if

(15) p > 0, c > 0, X is even, v is odd, 2Tp is even;

likewise for Pu' if

(16) p > 0, a > 0, X is even, v is odd, 2rp is odd.

Further, if cr = 0 (whence v = 0) and T is suitable, then by (13), 2"+T\ -22rX

+7/x2,/x = 22rXmod 2. Hence let <r>0 and v be odd. Then by (132), p|<r+T>0,

and by (133), X is even; and either (16) or (15) holds.

Now let j = l. Then P2 is a left-divisor if and only if t — 1; and if t = 0,

Phim' is a left-divisor of T (for some choice of pi, Pi = 0 or 1) if and only if

pèli X is even, p is even if t>0, <rs£l, j* is even if r>0. But if P is suitable

and t = 0, then (133) shows that cr^l and X is even, (132) that p2g<r. Thus in

all cases P2 or PßU1' is a divisor.

Let 7 be even. If t>0, P2 is a suitable divisor. If t = 0, <r>0, and /.= 0,

then P, is effective. If/=1 and t = 0, then if T is suitable, p>0 by (132),

<r>0 by (133), X is even by (133), and P„,' is a left-divisor of T and has no
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suitable left-divisors of determinant 2. If/ = 0, t = 0=<t, then p>0, and X

must be even by (133), and P\„ succeeds.

Finally, let /=2"aiXi2+20+2(/x22-|-X2X3+/x32), where }' = 0 or 1, ai is odd,

and a^ß. If ct>0 every matrix of determinant 2 is suitable. Let a = 0. If T

is suitable, <t+t>0. If t>0, use P2; if t = 0 and (r>0, use P,.

It follows from these lemmas that if a norm-form G arises from a norm-

form F by an integral transformation of determinant n, then a form equiva-

lent to G can be arrived at by a succession of transformations of type (5).

And further we can use the prime factors of n in any desired order, starting

with a transformation of determinant p or p2, in most cases continuing with

transformations of determinant p, and obtaining norm-forms at each step.

Suppose that at some step a norm-form Pi is obtained for which a particu-

lar factorization with the properties in Theorem 3 is not possible. Then the

genus of Pi must contain a form Gi of minimum greater than 1. (Note that

if an indefinite norm-form represents —1, then by composition with itself it

represents +1.) If we now apply a further integral transformation to Pi to

obtain G, then the same transformation replaces Gi by a form G2 in the genus

of G. Since Gi represents all the numbers represented by G2, the minimum of

G2 is also greater than 1. Hence we need seek no further for genera contain-

ing norm-forms only. All this will be illustrated and applied in §§13-15.

13. Norm-forms derived from Fd by transformations of determinant 2'.

We shall now investigate the genera which: (a) contain norm-forms G, (b) are

derived from F2 by integral transformations of determinant a power of 2,

and (c) contain no classes of minimum greater than 1. We shall find that there

are exactly ten such genera, including that of P2, and that each contains only

one class.

We have first a lemma, which follows easily from Lemma 12, giving a

form-residue mod 2r of any norm-form :

Lemma 16. If G is a norm-form corresponding to an integral ternary form g,

then G is equivalent to a form with one of the following residues mod 2r, r large:

(1) Xo2 + aia3Xi2 + a3aiXi2 + aia2x32;

(2) xo2 + x0x3 + /x32 + X(/xi2 + xxx2 + /x22) ;

(3) xo2 + (4/ - l)22ßx32 + X(/X!2 + X!X2 + /x22).

Herej = 0 or 1, X and the a„ are integers, ß is a non-negative integer; if j = l

then X is even. Also, in (3), the power of 2 in X exceeds 2ß and must not equal

22/3+1. in (3) the cases j = 0 and 1 are equivalent mod 2r if the power of 2 in X

is 22ß or 22ß+2. The values of c2 are given by c2=( — aia2, —aia3)2 in (1); and in

(2) and (3) by

c2 = (— 1)' if X contains an odd power of 2;

(4) .
= + 1       if X contains an even power of 2.
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Since G is now to be derived from F2, we must have c2= — 1. Hence in

both (2) and (3), j = \ and X contains an odd power of 2. Also, in (1),

( — aia2, —a\a3)i must be — 1. Further we can replace g by mg, m odd, since

this will not affect the form-residue of G mod 2r; and so can suppose that the

odd part of det g is congruent to 1 mod 8. Hence an examination of the

unique form-residues attainable in (1) for g will show that if det g is 1, 2, 4,

or 8, then (ai, a^ a3) can be taken to be one of the triples

(1,1,1); (1,1,2); (1,2,2), (1,1,4);

(2, 2, 2), (1, 2, 4), (1, 1, 8), (1, 3, 24), (- 1, 3, - 24), mod 2'.

I. Forms G of determinant 1. The only residue in (1), (2), and (3) con-

sistent with det G = \, and with X limited as above, is Xo2+*i2+X22+x32

mod 2r. That is, there is only one genus of determinant 1 to be considered.

Evidently this genus contains the form

(6) F4 = yo2 + yi2 + y22 + y3\

and (as is well known) this is in a genus of one class. Note that Fi is derivable

from F2 by the transformation xi=y2-\-yz, X2 = yz+yu *3=3,i+y2, *o=yo—yi

—y2—y3, of determinant 2.

II. Forms G of determinant 4. The possible genera are determined by the

form-residues *o2+2*i2+2*22+*32 and *o2+*o*3+*32+8(*i2+*iX2+X22), mod

2r. These genera contain the forms

(7) F8 = y0* + 2yi2 + 2y22 + y32,

(8) F8' = yo2 + yi2 + 3y22 + 3y32 + y0yi + y0ys + yoys — 2y2y3,

and each of these is easily seen to belong to a genus of one class (cf. determi-

nant 64 below). Clearly Fg is derived from Fi by a transformation of de-

terminant 2, and F$' from F2 by a transformation of determinant 4.

III. Forms G of determinant 16. There are three possible genera, corre-

sponding to the form-residues

*o2 + 2*i2 + 2*22 + 4*32,        *o2 + *i2 + 4*22 + 4*32,

*o2 + 3*32 + 8(*i2 + *i*2 + *22), mod 2r.

Each genus contains only one class (cf. next case). Representatives of these

classes are

(9) Fie = yo2 + 2yi2 + 2y22 + 4y32,       Flt' - y02 + 4yi2 + 4y22 + yz2,

(10) Fie" = yo2 + 3yi2 + 3y22 + 3y32 - 2yiy2 - 2yxy3 - 2y2y3.

IV. Forms G of determinant 64. There are six possible genera, correspond-

ing to the form-residues

(1, 4, 4, 4), (1, 2, 4, 8), (1, 1, 8, 8), (1, 3, 8, 24),

(1, -3,-8, 24), *o2 + *o*3 + *32 + 32(*i2 + *i*2 + *22), mod 2r.
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The second, third, fourth, and sixth contain the following forms of minimum

greater than 1 :

2y02+3yi2+2y1y2+3y22+4y32,

2yo2+5yi2+5y22+2y32+2yoyi-2yo>'2+2yiy3+2y2y3,

3(yo+>'i/3+>'2/3-y3/3)2+(lly12+lly22+8y32+10y1>'2+8y1y3+8y2y3)/3,

3(yo+3'i/3-W3+3'3/2)2+(44y12+44>'22+27y32-40yiy2-12y1y3-12y23>3)/12.

However, the forms corresponding to (11/) and (11b'),

(11) P32 = V + 4yi2 + 4y22 + 4y32,

(12) Fu' = V + 5yi2 + 5y22 + 4y32 + 2yiy2 + Ayxy3 + 4y2;y3,

are in genera of one class. This may be seen, in the case of P32, by the fact

that the reciprocal (1, 1, 1, 4) of P32, which will be found in various tables of

quaternaries (the best, with determinant up to 25, is Townes [14]) ; or by our

methods of construction which when applied exhaustively lead to representa-

tives of every class in a given genus; or, most simply, by H. J. S. Smith's ex-

plicit formula [13, vol. II, p. 666] for the weight of a genus. Thus in the case of

P«', which has 16 positive automorphs, we have (in Smith's notations [13, vol.

II, pp. 666-668]) h = l, 72 = 8, 73 = 1, W=(l/12)r(l/2)°(l/2)°82(lA2)(7r2/8)

= (2/3)r, where X = (3/128)(3-1)(3-1) =3/32, W= 1/16; hence F32' is in a
genus of one class.

V. Forms G of determinant 256. Neither (11) nor (12), nor any of the

residues mod 2r in case III, are of the special forms in (i) or (ii) of Lemma 15.

Hence we have only to consider the genera derived from (11) and (12) by

suitable transformations of determinant 2. Every transformation (on the ya)

of determinant 2 is suitable for (11), and we get three derived genera, repre-

sented by

(13')    (1, 4, 4, 16), (1, 4, 8, 8), x02 + 48x32 + 8(xi2 + Xix2 + x22), mod 2";

from (1, 24, —8, —3), whence öi = 1, a2= —3, a3= —8, we find by the suitable

transformations P2, Pi,„ the two form-residues

(13") (1, 24, - 8, - 12), (1, - 48, 16, - 3), mod 2\

The genus of (132') is derived also from (112') and so contains a form of mini-

mum greater than 1 ; we list such forms also for the genera with the residues

(13i'),(13i"),and(13,"):

4x02 + 4x0Xi + 5xi2 + 4x22 + 4x32,

5(xo + 2xi/5 + x2/5)2 + 4(4x!2 + 4xiX2 + 6x22 + 5x32)/5,

5(xo + Xi/5 - 2x3/5)2 + (29xi2 + 20x22 + 16x32 - 20xxx2 - 16xix3)/5.
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In the genus determined by (133') mod 2r we find the form

(13) Fti =   *o2 + 8(*i2 +  *22 + *32 +  *1*2 + *i*3 + *2*3).

Curiously enough, this case is missing in Smith [13, vol. II, pp. 669-670]

(here/i=4, 72 = 1, J3 = 4, and 0i, d2, 93 = i, 0, 1, mod 2, so that our case would

have come under Smith's E(b)). However, if a is the minimum of a form in

the genus of F64, a4 ̂  1024, a ^5. But a = 2, 3, and 5 are not represented by

forms in this genus. Further, 4 is not represented primitively. For if F34=4

(mod 2r), *o = 2 (mod 4),*02=4 (mod 32), *i2+*22+*32+*i*2+*i*3+x2*3 = 0

(mod 4), every xa is even. Hence all forms in the genus represent 1, and by

Theorem 9, all such forms are norm-forms. But the genus of the ternary form

/=3xi2+3*22+3x32 —2xix2 — 2xiX3 — 2x2X3 contains only one class. The same

follows for Fe4.

VI. Forms G of determinant 1024. We have only to apply transformations

of determinant 2 to (133')- The resulting form-residues are

*o2 + 192*32 + 8(*i2 + *i*2 + *22),    *o2 + 48*32 + 8*i2 + 24x22,     mod 2\

The latter form is derivable from (1, 3, 8, 24) in (11')» and so its genus con-

tains a class of minimum greater than 1. To get a form of minimum a in

the genus of the first form, note that a4^4-1024, a = i, 4, or 8. Trying a=4

we consider 4x02+4*o*3+A*32+ • • • , and try to satisfy 4A —4 = 192. Hence

we take A =49, and consider 4(xo+x3/2)2+<7>(xi, *2, *3), <£ = 48*32+ ■ • •

~48*32+8(xi2+xix2+X22) mod 2r. Here det <p must be 256, and adj <p = \6\p,

where ^"~3x32+24(*i2 — *ix2+x22) mod 2r, det ^ = 16, and adj ip=<p. A possi-

ble form $ is easily found to be 3*i2+3*22+3*32 —2*i*2 —2*i*3 —2x2x3, and we

construct

4(*o + Xi/2 + *2/2 + *3/2)2 + 8*i2 + 8*22 + 8*s2 + 8*i*2 + 8*1*3 + 8*2*3

= 4*o2 + 9*i2 + 9*22 + 9*32 + 4*o*i + 4*o*2 + 4*o*3

+  10*1*2 +   10*1*3 +   10*2*3,

which is in the desired genus, since

9(*i+5*2/9+2*o/9+5*3/9)2+8(7*22+5*2*3+7*32+4*o2+2*o*2+2*o*3)/9

~ *i2+8(*22+*2*3+*32+K*o2),mod 2',

where by the determinant, k can only be 24.

All further genera derived from these must contain a class of minimum

greater than 1.

Consider now the genera containing norm-form classes only, which can be

derived from F3 = *o2+*o*3+*32+*i2+XiX2+X22 by transformations of de-

terminant 2'. Now c3= — 1, c2 = l. Hence in (2) and (3), either j = l andX con-

tains an even power of 2, orj = 0. The residue F3~x02+3*32+Xi2+3x22 mod 3r

is not changed by transformations of determinant prime to 3.
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I. Forms of determinant 9/4. The preceding conditions allow only one

genus, that with the form-residue Xo2+xox3+2xiX2 mod 2r. This genus has

only one class, represented by

(14) Ft = (xo + Xi/2 + x2/2)2 + (*» + X!/2 + X2/2)2 + 3(X!2 + x22)/2.

II. Forms of determinant 9. There are three genera, each of one class, con-

taining the respective forms

(15) Fu = xo2 + 3xx2 + 3x22 + x32,

(16) Fu' = xo2 + x0x3 + x32 + 4(xx2 + xxx2 + xj2),

(17) 7?1S" = iX0 + Xl/2 + **/2 + Xi/2)Í

+ (15xi2 + 7x22 + 7x32 — 6x1X2 — 6xix3 — 2x2x3)/4.

Here P12" has the form-residue xo2+xoX3-f-4xiX2 mod 2r, and is derived from

Pe; P12 is derived by the transformation xo = yo—y2, Xi=yi+y2, x2= —yt+yz,

x3= — y2-\-y3, of determinant 2, from P3. But Pi2' is derived by a transforma-

tion of determinant 4 from P3.

III. Forms of determinant 36. The form

(18) P24 = x02 + 3x32 + 4(xi2 + X!xa + X22)

is in a genus of one class, and can be derived from any of P12, P12', P12". The

genera with the form-residues Xo2+6xi2+6x22+x32 and xo2+xox3-|-8xiXt,

mod 2r, contain the following forms of minimum 2:

2xo2 + 2x!2 + 3xí2 + 3x32,       2(xo + xx/A + x2/2 + x3/2)2
(18 )

+ (15xí2 + 28x22 + 28x32 - 12xíX2 - 12*!*! - 8x2x3)/8.

IV. Forms of determinant 144. We must now apply transformations of de-

terminant 2 to (18). We thus get the genus of one class containing

(19) P48 = xo2 + 12*32 + 4(X!2 + X!X2 + x22) ;

and the genera with the form-residues

(19') xo2 + 3x!2 + 4x22 + 12x32,        xo2 - x32 + 8xiX2, mod 2r.

The latter is derivable from (182'); the former genus contains the form

(19")      5xo2 + 4xi2 + 4x22 + 4x32 + 2x0xi - 4x0x2 + 4x0x3 + 4xiX3

of minimum 4.

V. Forms of determinant 144-22*. The only genus derived from (19) by

suitable transformations of determinant 2 is that containing xo2+12xi2+12x22

+4x32, and being derived also from (19i'), it contains a form of minimum

greater than 1.

Proceeding next from F&, whence c2 = 1 and c$ = — 1, we have P6~,Xi2-f 3xi*

+5x22+15x32mod5r.
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I. Forms of determinant 25/4. The only residue mod 2r is Xo2+xo*3+2xiX2,

and this gives a genus of one class, containing

(20) Fio=(*o+*2/2 + *,/2)2+(12*i2+7*22+7*32-4xi*2-4*i*3-6*2*3)/4.

II. Forms of determinant 25. The possible genera have the form-residues

,       „ *02 +   *12  —   *22  -   *32,   *02 +   *0*3 +   *32 + 4(*i2 +  *l*2 +   *22),

(21')
*o2 + *o*3 + 4*i*2, mod 2".

The first contains the form

(21) F20 = *o2 + 5*i2 + 3*22 + 2*2*3 + 2*32

in a genus of one class; and the other two contain the following forms of

minimum greater than 1 :

3*02 + 3*i2 + 3*22 + 3*32 +  2*0*1 +  3*0*2 + 3*0*3  —   *1*2  —   *1*3 +  *2*3,

3*o2 + 3*l2 + 2*22 + 2*32 +  2*0*1 —   *0*2 —   *0*3  —   *1*2 ~   *1*3 ~   *2*3-

III. Forms of determinant 100. Suitable transformations on *o2+*i2—*22

—*32 mod 2r are *i—>2*i+*2; and x2—>2x2+x3; the resulting form-residues are

*o2+*i2 — 4x22 — 4x2x3 — 2x32~*o2+*i2 — 2*22 — 2*32, and *02+4*i2+4*i*2 —x32

'~Xo2+4xiX2—x32. The following forms in these genera have minimum greater

than 1 :
3*o2 + 2*o*3 + 2*32 + 6*i2 + 4*i*2 + 4*22,

5*l2 + 3*o2 + 3*22 +  3*32 +  2*0*2 +  2*0*3 + 2*2*3.

Proceeding similarly from F7, the derived genus of determinant 49/4 with

the residue *o2+*o*3 + 2*iX2 mod 2r contains the form

2*o2 + 2*i2 + 2*22 + 2*32 +  *o*2 —   *0*3 +  *1*2 +  *1*3

of minimum 2. This disposes, for determinant 49, of the residue Xo2 + 2xoX»,

+ 2xiX2~(xo+x3)2—x32+2xix2~x02+xi2 — x22 — x32 mod 2r; or else note the

form 3xo2+3*i2+3*22+3x32+2xoX2 —2x0X3+2xiX2+2xiX3 of minimum 3. The

residue (213') also is eliminated. But (212') gives the form

(22) F28=(*0+*2/2+*3/2)2+(32*i2+ll*22+ll*32-8*1*2-8*l*3-6*2*3)/4

in a genus of one class.

All genera of norm-forms derived from FJ3 by transformations of determi-

nant 2s contain classes of minimum greater than 1. For, the residue x02+Xo*3

+2xix2 mod 2r and determinant 169/4 belong to the form

2(*o+*4/4-*2/2-*3/4)2+(31*i2+28*22+15*32-12*i*2-14*1*3-4*2*3)/8.

The residues (21/) and (213') are eliminated as before; but (212') yields a

genus of determinant 169 containing the form of minimum 3,

3(*o+*i/6+*2/6-*3/3)2+(59*i2+59*22+32*32-38*i*2-8*i*3-8*2*3)/12.
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14. The norm-forms permitting factorization with m subject only to §5(1).

Every norm-form G is derivable from a norm-form F in which adj / is funda-

mental. If F is not equivalent to one of the five forms Fa, the genus of F

will contain a class of minimum greater than 1, and the same will hold for G.

It is therefore sufficient to consider only forms derived from the Fa.

Let Pd = (xo+2-123€aXa)2+23''4"í¡x;<<:*;0- If G is derived from Pd by the ap-
plication of an integral transformation T of determinant r to the xa, we have

G = (r0 + 2"!23 e*r«Y + Z Baßrarß,        B = T'AT,        £ = Tp

where p' = (fi, r2, r3), x0 + 2-123 «<»xa = r0 + 2_123 ««*ra.

If we should apply a full transformation of order 4 to P<¡ we would have a

more difficult discussion of suitability of transformations and of genera. How-

ever, after narrowing the problem a little we shall use such full transforma-

tions.

We saw in §11 that, for certain integral matrices S of determinant a, where

<r = 4 if d = 2, 5, and 13, and a = 2 if d = 3 and 7, the transformation

(2) v = Sí,        xo + 2-»53 eaxa = vo/2,

replaces Pd by the form Hd, where

(3) Ae2Hd = e2y02 + e2diyi2 + edxy22 + ey3\

¿i = odd part of d, e = l for d = 2, 3, 7, e = 2 for d = 5, 13. Also, (2) replaces

the system 2p of integral quaternions associated with Pd by the arithmetically

equivalent system 2d (d = 2, 3, 7, 5, 13).

As in Lemma 14, we can for the given S and T choose integral matrices

Si and Pi of determinants a and r, such that SP=PiSi. Hence P = S_1PiSi

and replaces A by B. Let r be odd. Consider, after (2), the transformations

(4) v = Tit,        yo/2 = zo/2,

(5) f = Sip, zo/2 = ro + 2~x 23 ea*ra.

On applying (4) to 2d we obtain a subsystem 2d' by imposing the restriction

on the y a that the za be integers, that is, that TrlV be integral mod t; or if

we prefer to carry through the substitution, we obtain a system 2/' arith-

metically equivalent to 2/, with elements expressible as z0/2+Ziii"/2 + • • •

where now the z,- are unrestricted mod r but still satisfy relations mod 2 or 4

due to those on the y, in 2<¡. As an algebra, the system 2d" must be the

same as that obtained by application of (5) from the system of integral qua-

ternions 2o. Further, the conditions of integrality are the same, it being as-

sumed that r is odd: for, the condition that S-rxX ( = p) be integral mod a

is the same as the condition that S-xPif( = £) be integral mod a, since

S~xTi=TSi~1 and T~x is integral mod <r.

Hence if we prove by one instance that factorization is not possible in 2d',
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the same will follow for 20, whence the genus of G will contain a class of

minimum greater than 1.

Since FiSi ( = ST) replaces</>=e2¿iyi2+e¿iy22+ey32 by 4e2^5a|Srari, clearly

Fi is a suitable tranformation for <f>.

We shall now apply to the ya the suitable transformations Fi of determi-

nant p or p2, where, to begin with, p\2d. The genus of the form G so obtained

must represent 2. For, Fd represents 2, and since | T\ ( = | Fi| ) is prime to 2¿,

we can solve the congruences G = 2 (mod 2r and mod ¿r). To prove that we

can solve G = 2 (mod pT), where p is now the only other prime in the determi-

nant of G, we note that G is carried by (5) (of determinant prime to p) into

Zo2/4+i^/4e2, where i/' is as follows (cf. paragraph containing (11) in §12):

e2di(pzi + Xz2 + PZ3)2 + edizi2 + ez32,

e2diZi2 + edi(pZi + vz3)2 + ez32,

(6)   e2dizi2 + edipW + ep2z32,

e2di(pzi + X'z2)2 + eáiz22 + ep2z32,

e2dx(pzi + ß'z3)2 + edi(pz2 + v'z3)2 + ez32,

if p\\ + eX2 + e¿ip2;

if £|e + eáii»2;

if (-ái|/>) = - i;

if í|l + eX'2;

if p\e + e2¿ip'2 + ediv'2.

In each case (p has a coefficient mza2 where p\m, and the solvability of G = 2

follows from that of Zo2+wîza2=-2 (mod pr).

The quaternions of norm 2 in the various 2<¡ are easily found by solving

(7) ey02 + ediyi2 + dxy22 + y32 = Se,

subject to the restrictions on the yi in (1), (3), (6), (7) of §11, and are as

follows :

¿ = 2: ±(l + ti), ±(l±ísj, +Ü + 13), ±(ii±i3), ±(iz±ii), ±(ii±ii);

¿ = 3: ±(l±i»), ±(2±ii±i3)/2, ±(l±ii±2i3)/2, ±(l±ii±*i±t»);

(8)    d=7: ±(l±i,), ±(l±ii)/2, ±(ii±i3)/2;

d = 5: ±(±2ii+i2+iz)/4, ±(±2+î2+3î3)/4, ±(l±i1±t,)/2, +»3;

¿=13: ±(±2+i2-t3)/4, ±¿3.

At the same time, we record the quaternions of norm 1 :

¿ = 2

(9)    d = 3

d = 5

±1, ±*i, ±*i, +Í3, ±(l±íi±*í±t*)/2;

±1, ±»1, ±(l±*i)/2, ±(ii±*,)/2;       d=7:    ±1, ±i3;

±(±2+i,-t,)/4, ±1; ¿=13:    ±1.

Suppose that Fi is PxM of §12. Then in S<¡', yi=\y2+ßyi mod p, and this

is satisfied by quaternions of norm 2 as follows: by 1 ±*j, never; 1 ±i2 only

if X = 0; 1 ±iz and i3 if p = 0; ¿2 + 13 and 2±î'2±î3 if X= ±p; ii±i3 and 1 +î'i±î»

if p-= ± 1 ; *i±*ï if X= ± 1 ; 1 ±«i±2t| if 2m= ± 1 ; 1 ±«i±*t±*i if ±X ±pm +1 ;
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±2î'i+î2+î'3ifX+M= ±1; ±2-H»+3ijifXs —3p; ±2-\-ii—i3ii'h^p,modp.

Now the number of solutions X, p mod p of 1 +eX2+edip;2 = 0 is p — ( — di| p).

Of these, the number with X = 0 is l + ( — edL\p); the number with p: = 0 is

l + (-e\p); the number with X=±p is 2[l + (-2|p)] if ¿ = 2 or 7,

2[l-+-( — 11i>)] if d = 3; the number with \=-3p is 0 if d = 5 and p = 7,
but l + (-7|£)ifd = 5and£5¿7;thenumberwithX=pis0if d = 13and£ = 7,
l + (-7\p) if ¿ = 13 and p^7; the number with/i=±l is 2[l + (-2|p)] if

d = 2, 2[l + (-22\p)] if d = 5; the number with X=±l is 2[l + (-2\p)] if
d = 2; the number with 2/*=; ±1 is 2[l + ( — 7\p)] if d = 3; the number with

±\±p = l is A[l + ( —7\p)]ii d = 3; if d = 5, the number with X+p,= ±1 is 2
if p = 3, 2[l + ( — 2\p)] if p>5. Counting these as they come, not worrying

about duplicates, we find at most nd solutions (X, p) for which a quaternion of

norm 2 may belong to 2d', where

r8 + 2(-l|í) + 6(-2|í) ifd = 2,

9 + 3(-l|f) + 6(-7|í) ifá = 3,

(10)    nd = ¡3 + (-l\p) + 2(-2\p) iîd=7,

6 + 3(~ 2\ p) + (- 7\ p) + 2(- 22\ p) if d = 5, p > 7,

>2 + (-2\p) + (-7\p) iid=l3,p^7;

while «d = 0 if d = 5 or 13 and p = 7. Hence there exist solutions of 1 +eX2+e¿uu2

sO mod p, for which 2d' contains no quaternions of norm 2, in the following

cases :

d = 2, ii p = 7, p = 13, or p ^ 19;   d = 3,    if £ = 13;

d = 7, ii p = 3;     d = 5, if p = 7;     á = 13, if    ^3.

If Pi is P, of §12, which requires that p\ l+div2 and y2 = vy3 mod £, we

find a value of ï» for which 2d' contains no quaternion of norm 2 in the addi-

tional case d = 5 and p = 3; that is, if we take v = — 1, no quaternion of norm 2

satisfies y2— — y3 mod 3.

Now only one genus of norm-forms G is obtained from Fd by all the suit-

able transformations of a given determinant p not dividing 2d. For, the form-

residue mod piT of G is determined by that of Pd if pu^p; and if pi = p, of the

two apparent possibilities (1, n, p, np), where n may be a quadratic residue

or non-residue, only one is possible, since cP=( — n\p), and cp is invariant un-

der all rational transformations. Here, cp is +1, and we can take n= — 1.

The preceding paragraph holds also if the transformations of determinant

p are of order 4, the forms so obtained being necessarily in the genus of G,

though not necessarily norm-forms. If P2 is of determinant p and order 4, and

S2 denotes the integral transformation of order 4 and determinant 2<r which

replaces Hd by Fd, then we can choose integral matrices S3 and P3, of determi-

nants 2<r and p, such that T2S3 = S2T3. For if we define S2* by S2*S2 = 2al, we
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have S2*Ti = T3Si, and 2<xT2 = S2T3Si. Hence 2<r54-1 = TrK&Tt). The left

side is integral mod p, the right side mod 2. Hence 2crSi~1 is an integral ma-

trix, say S3; and F2S3 = S2T3. Now if T3 replaces Fa by a form Gi with a form-

residue (1, — 1, £, —i) mod pr, then Gi is in the genus of G. Also, the trans-

formation T2Sz replaces Ha by Gi.

We thus have four forms: Fa, Ha, Ha', and d; where Ha' is obtained from

Ha by the transformation F2; and hence Gi from Ha' by S3. The variables y i

in Hd are to be subjected to the conditions mod 2 or 4 of the system S«j; the

variables z¿ in Ha' are to be subjected to the conditions mod 2 or 4 such that,

under S3, the variables of Gi are arbitrary integers. If we now prove that Ha',

so conditioned, does not represent 1, the same holds for G\. Since | F2| is odd,

the conditions of integrality on the z< mod 2 or 4 must be equivalent to the

conditions on the y<, connected with the z< by F2.

Let us therefore apply to Hd the transformation

(12) T2:   yo = pzo + X1Z1 + X2z2 + X3Z3,    yi = *u    3*2 = z2,    y3 = 2».

Lemma 17. Let aoaia2az be prime to p, p>2. Then every third order minor de-

terminant in the matrix of\p(zo, «i, Z2, z3) = ao(pZo+/>"]Xaza)2-{-y^AaZa2 is divisible

by p if and only if

(13) p I aia2az + ao<Z203Xi2 + aoaia3\22 + aoaia2\z2-

Hence the form 4e2Hd'=e2(pZo+5j\aZ*)2+e2diZi2-\-ediZ22-\-ez32 has the

form-residue (1, n, p, np) mod pT if and only if

(13') p I di + Xi2 + eX22 + edi\z2.

Now 1 will be represented in the form Ha' if and only if the coordinates of

one of the units in (9) satisfies yo—Xiyi+X2y2+X3y3. For ¿ = 2, this means that

either some Xa = 0 or that ±Xi±X2±X3 + l=0 for some choice of signs. Now

if ¿> = 17, we have 17|32+42+52+l, and ±3±4±5 + 1^0 (mod 17). Hence

G does not represent 1.

If ¿ = 3, (92) shows that Ha' represents 1 if and only if X3 = 0, or Xi= ±1,

orX2=±X3. Nowll|42+02+3-l2+3, 7|22+22+3-l2+3,and5|22+02+3-l*

+3; hence if p is 5, 7, or 11, Ha' and G do not represent 1.

If ¿ = 7 we need X3f¿0; we have 3\ O2-^l2+7-12+7, eliminating p = 3.

If ¿ = 13, Ha' cannot represent 1 since lf^O.

The transformations (11) of §12, of determinant p2, lead to two genera,

Ti and r2, containing the respective form-residues

(14) (1, m, p2, np2) mod p',

where n may be either a quadratic residue or non-residue mod p. Other ap-

parent possibilities, such as (1, p, np, np2), are excluded by the fact that <p is

primitive in (6), and are indeed derived from the genera obtained previously

by transformations of determinant p. The genera Ti and T2 are distinguish-
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able by the coefficient » = e+e2¿ip,'2+e¿ii''2 of z32. We seek to determine val-

ues of ß' and v' which make (n\p) either +1 or —1, and such that the con-

ditions

(15) yi m p!y3,        y2 m v'y3 (mod p)

eliminate all quaternions of norm 2. This is rather easy, since p' and v' now

satisfy only the incongruence e-\-e2diß'2 + ediv'2^0 (mod p).

Referring again to (8) we see that (15) fails to hold, for all the quaternions

of norm 2, unless: (a) ¿ = 2, (#*', v') = (0, 0), (0, ±1), or (±1, 0); (b) ¿ = 3,

(p>') = (0,0), (0, ±1), (±1/2,0), or ( + 1, ±l);(c)á = 7,0*', *')«(<), 0),or
(0, ±1); (d) ¿ = 5, 0«', r0-(±l, 1), (±1, 0), (0, 0), or (3M', 3»') = (0, 1);
(e) ¿ = 13, (p.', v') = (0, 0) or (0, -1) mod p. These cases imply, if ¿ = 2 that

« = 1 or 2; if ¿ = 3 that « = 1,4, 7/4, 7; if ¿ = 7, ««1, 8; if ¿ = 5, « = 32, 28/9,
22, or 2; if ¿ = 13, that « = 28 or 2, mod p. Hence «can certainly be made either

a quadratic residue or non-residue, if

d = 2, p è 7; d = 3, p è 7; d = 7, p è 5; d = 5, p ^ 11; d = 13, p ^ 7.

There can also be eliminated the case ¿ = 2, p = 5, since — (1 + 12+12| 5) = 1

= (l+3-l2+3-22|5); and the case ¿ = 7, p = 3, (n\p) = -\, since (1+7-12

-+7-02| 3) = — 1. By using P0' of §12, and the condition yi = 0, y3 = 0 (mod p)

we eliminate the case ¿ = 7, p = 3, and («| 3) = +1. Let ¿ = 5; the case p = 7 is

eliminated by (2 + 20-22 + 10-l2| 7) = 1 = -(2 + 20-22 + 10-02| 7);and thecase

p — 3 by P2, since no quaternions of norm 2 satisfy yi = 2y2, y3 = 0 (mod 3).

Let ¿ = 13; the cases p = 3 and 5 are eliminated by (2+52-02 + 26-l2| 3)

= l = -(2 + 52-l2 + 26-l2|3), and (2+52-12 + 26-02| 5) = 1 =-(2 + 52-1*

+26-22|5).
To sum up, we have now eliminated from consideration all cases in which

t contains a prime factor p not dividing 2¿, except that if ¿ = 2, we have

to consider the genus obtained by transformations of determinant 3, 5, or 11,

and the genera obtained by transformations of determinant 32. (These genera

all contain only one class.) We have still to consider genera derived from

these, from the genera of §13, and from the Fa by transformations of deter-

minant divisible by ¿.

Let us consider next the case where p=d>2. If r =p and the transforma-

tion Pp of §12 is used, the genus obtained has the residue (i,p, ep, ep2) mod pr.

If p = 3 or 5, this genus consists of one class. But if p = 7 or 13, we can elimi-

nate the genus as follows. The transformation (12) applied to Ha produces

a form with the residue (1, p, ep, ep2) mod p" if we take Xi=X2 = 0 and choose

X3 so that (e2\32-\-e\p) = 1. If p = 7 this can be secured with X3 = l; and it

should be noted in (93) that no unit satisfies yo = y3 (mod 7). If £ = 13, take

X3 = 3.

If we use transformation P'„,'', we get the same genus for all p and v,

with the residue (1, e, p3, ep3) mod pT. This genus represents 2. The norm-
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form will not represent 2 unless one of the quaternions in (8) satisfies yi—pyz,

y2 = yy3, mod p. For £ = 5, 7, or 13, we need merely take p= —v = 2. If p = 3,

this method fails ; however we easily find in this genus the following form of

minimum 2:

2(xo - Xi/4 + x2/2)2 + (31xi2 + 28x22 + 16x32 + 4xxx2 + 16xiX3 + 8x2x3)/8.

Thus if t contains an odd prime p, either d = 2 and p=3, 5, or 11; or

d = p = 3 or 5. We must form combinations of these with one another, and the

cases of §13.

We shall now complete the discussion of the cases arising from d = 2.

Since 15|l+32+22+l2, 331 l+92+42+l2, 551 l+72+22+l', in accord-

ance with (13), we can discard the cases in which t is divisible by 15, 33, or

55, after noting the following.

The genera obtained from P2 with t = 32 contain the respective forms

(16) Pi8=(x„+Xi/2 + X2/2)2+(19xi2+19x22+4x32+2x1X2+4x1x3+4x2X3)/4,

(17) Pi8' = (xo+X2/2)2+(20xi2+llx22+8x32+4xiX2+8xiX3-f-8x2X3)/4,

with the form-residues (1,1, 9, 9) and (1, 2, 9,18), mod 3r. Here Pis is equiva-

lent to (yo2+9yi2+9j22+y32)/4 with the condition yo — yi—yi—ya mod 2; and

Pis' is equivalent to (yo2+9yi2 + 18y22+2y32)/4 where yo = 2xo+x2, yi=x2,

ya = xi, y3=xi+x2+2x3, so that yo=yi, y»=yi+yt, mod 2. Hence the units are

±1 and +i3, and ±1. Further transformations of determinants 5, 7, and 11

give genera containing classes of minimum not 1. For we have 5|9 + 12 + 12

-f-9-12, 7|9 + 22+02+9-22, and ll|9+02+22+9-l2, where X,^0 mod p (cf.

(13)); and 5, 7, and 11 can divide 18 + 2X12+Xi2+9X32, without having

±l=Xi-0+X20+X30 mod p.

Lemma 18. Let p be an odd prime not dividing d. Then the norm-forms G

derivable from Fd by transformations of determinant a power of p have the follow-

ing form-residues mod pT. Here n, n', n" denote integers satisfying ( — n\p)=l,

(n'\p) = -l,(-n"\p) = -l:

(1, n, p, np) ; (1, 1, p2, p2), (1, «', p2, n'p2) ; (1, p, np, np2) ;

(1, n, p3, np3); (1, p2, p2, p2); (1, p, np2, np3), (1, n'p, np2, n"p3);

and so on. But if ¿ = /> > 2, then the residues mod pr are :

(1, p, - n'p, - n'p2); (I, - n', p3, - n'p3);

(1, p, - n'p2, - n'p3),        (1, n'p, - n'p2, - p3).

These are easily verified, using the properties that cp = l in (18), —1 in

(19) ; that G represents 1 and has the residue x02+<p(xi, x2, x3), where <p is the

adjoint of an integral form.

Besides the forms (16) and (17), we shall now see that F2 gives rise by
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transformations of determinant p* to the following forms in genera of one

class: if p = 3;

Fe  = xo2 + x0x3 + x32 + 2(xi2 + xxx2 + x22),

Pis" = xo2 + x0x3 + x32 + 6(xi2 + xix2 + x22),

(20) Fu = x02 + X0X3 + 7x32 -f 6(xi2 + Xix2 + x22),

P54' = (xo + Xi/2 + x2/2 + x3/2)2

+ 9(3xi2 + 3x22 + 3x32 - 2xxx2 - 2xjX3 - 2x2x3)/4,

with the form-residues (1, 2, 3, 6), (1, 3, 6, 18), (1, 6, 18, 27), and (1, 9, 9, 9)
mod 3T; and if p = 5,

P10'=(xo+Xi/2-f-x2/2)2+(llx12+llx22+4x32-r-2xiX2+4xiX3-r-4x2X3)/4,

P6o=(xo-r-Xi/2)2+5(7x12+4x22+4x32-4xix2-4xiX3)/4,

with the residues (1, 1, 5, 5) and (1, 5, 5, 25), mod 5r; and if p = ll,

(22) Fa = Xo2 + x0x3 + 3x32 + 2(xi2 + Xix2 + 3x22),

with the residue (1, 2, 11, 22) mod llr. But all further genera so obtained

contain classes of minimum not 1.

To prove that the forms above are in genera of one class, we must correct

two misprints in Smith [13, vol. II, pp. 666-668]. On page 666, q3 in (7) should

be ç2; on page 668,/2 should be02. In our (16), (17), (20), we have respectively

(IuIi, J3) = (l,18, 1), (1,18, 1), (1,6,1), (3,2,3), (3,6,3), (9, 2, 1); in all
cases (working with P2 since only modulus 2r then matters) f2 represents 3

mod 8, so that 7iö2 and I362 are 3, mod 8, and f = 1/24. Also, working with

the form-residues mod 3r,/2 represents respectively 1, 2, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 02

represents 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, mod 3; 0i/2 and 03/2 both represent 1 mod 3. Hence

by Smith's formula (7),

W = (1/12X1/24)*,

where (respectively for Pis, Pis', Ft', Pis", FM, P54')

k = 2-x[l - 2/3 + l/9]l82/8,        2-![l + 2/3 + l/9]l82/8,

2-![l + 2/3 + l/9]62/8,       4-41 + l/3]27-4/9,

8-![l - l/9]27-62/9,        2-1-27-4/9.

Hence W=l/w, where w = 32, 8, 72, 72, 24,48. Since w is the number of posi-

tive automorphs of F (cf. Theorem 8) in each case, these six forms are in

genera of one class. The forms in (21) and (22) proceed similarly.

The existence of the following forms shows that all further genera ob-

tained by transformations of determinant p' contain classes of minimum

not 1:
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2(*o+2-1E*a)2+(17*i2+ll*22+5*32-10*i*2-4*i*3-2*2*3)/2,

3*o2+3*i2+7*22+7*32—3*o*i —3*o*2 — 3*o*3+3*i*3+7*2*3,

2*02+5*l2 + 5*22 + 41*32+*l*3 — 3*1*2 + 2*0*1 + 2*0*3,

6*02+7*12+10*22+13*32 + 6*0*1 + 6*0*2 + 6*0*3 + 8*1*2+11*1*3+14*2*3,

7*02+7*l2+7*22 + 9*32 + 3*0*3—5*0*2—5*0*1 —3*2*3 —3*l*3 —4*l*2,

7*02+7*l2 + 9*22 + 9*32 + 3*0*3 + 3*0*2 —5*0*1+7*2*3 + 6*1*3 + 3*1*2,

with respective residues (1, 2, 27, 54), (1, 3, 18, 54), (1, 1, 81, 81), (1, 6, 27,
162), (1, 9, 9, 81), (1, 9, 18, 162), mod 3';

2(*o+*2/2)2+(14*i2+9*22+6*32+2*i*2+6*i*3+4*2*3)/2,

2(*o+2-1X>a)2+(17*i2+17*22+3*32-16*i*2-2*i*3-2*2*3)/2,

(*o+*i/2)2+(155*i2+100*22+20*32-100*i*2-20*i*3)/4,

(*o+*2/2 + *3/2)2+(260*i2+35*22+35*32-20*i*2-20*i*3-30*2*3)/4,

with residues (1, 1, 25, 25), (1, 2, 25, 50), (1, 5, 25, 125), (1, 10, 25, 250),
mod 5r, the last two forms not representing 11 and 6 respectively;

3(*o+*]/6+*2/2 + *3/2)2+(275*i2+99*22+99*32-66*i*2-66*i*3-66*2*3)/2,

with the residue (1, 11, —11, —ll2) mod llr, the genera with the residues

(1, «, ll2, «ll2), n= ±1, having been eliminated earlier.

The last step, for forms arising from F2, is to apply transformations of

determinants 3', 5*, or 11* to the nine forms F4, F8, F8', • • • . We shall see

that Fi yields in this way only two forms in genera of one class :

(23)   Fi2=*o2+3*32+2(*i2+*i*2+*22), F3e=*o2+3*32+6(*i2+*i*2+*22),

with residues (1, 2, 3, 6) and (1, 3, 6, 18) mod 3r. The units for F4 are +1,

±í'i, £*», ±13. \It = P, it suffices to have p\ 1+Xi2+X22+X32 with all Xa prime

top; wehave5|l + l2+22+22, ll| l + l2+22+42. The case T=p2 = 52 or 11»

was eliminated by our earlier treatment of F2. To show that transformations

of determinant 3* applied to F4 yield only (23), we need to construct forms of

minimum greater than 1 with the following residues mod 3r: (1, 1, 9, 9),

(1, 2, 9, 18), (1, 3, 18, 54), and (1, 6, 18, 27). For (1, 1, 9, 9) take >«, replace
Xz by 2*3+*o+*i, and obtain a form not representing 1, which must be

equivalent mod 2r to F4. For (1, 2, 9, Í8) replace x0 by 2x0—*i in Fi8'. For

(1, 6, 18, 27) take P¡4 and replace xo by 2x0. The case (1, 3, 18, 54) was ex-

cluded even for forms derived from F2.

We shall now see that F8 and F8' yield no forms. (Since F«, Fw', and Fit"

are all derivable from F8 or F8' this will end the case ¿ = 2.) For F8, which,

has the units ±1 and ±¿3 and is derived from F4, we have only to note that

3|2 + l2+l2+2-l2withX3primeto3.WecanwriteF8'as(zo2+Zi2+Z22+Z32)/4

with zo = 2yo+yi+y2+y3, zi=yi+y2-3y3, z2=yi+y2+y3, z3=yi-3y2+y3. The
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units are given by ±(z0, zit z2, z3) = (2, 0, 0, 0), (±1, 1, 1, 1). We easily find

for p=3, 5, and 11, solutions of l+Xi2-f-X22+X32 = 0 mod p not satisfying

±l=Xi+X2+X3 mod p. For r = 32 replace x0 and x3 in Pis and Pis' by 2xo

and 2x3, and obtain forms equivalent mod 3r to Pi8 and Pis', mod 2r to P8'.

The case ci = 2 is now complete.

We prove for P3 that transformations of determinant 3s give rise only to

(24) P9 = xo2 + x0x3 + x32 + 3(xi2 + Xix2 + x22),

P27 = (xo + Xi/2 + x2/2 + x3/2)2

+ 3(5xi2 + 5x22 + 5x32 — 2xix2 — 2xix3 — 2x2x3)/4,

with the residues (1, 3, 3, 9) and (1, —3, 9, —27), mod 3r. The proof, using

Smith's formula, that these are in genera of one class is left to the reader.

We construct the following forms of minimum greater than 1 in the genera

derived from P3 with the residues (1, 1, 27, 27), (1, 3, 9, 27), and (1, -3,
-27, 81) mod 3r:

2(x0+Xi/4-x2/2)2+(31x12+28x22+16x32-f4xiX2+16x1x3+8x2x3)/8,

3(xo-fxi/2+X2/2+x3/2)2+(9xi2+13x22+13x32-6xiX2-6x1x3-10x2X3)/4,

7(xo+3xi/14- x2/7+5x3/14)2

+ (159xi2+108x22+87x32-72xiX2-30xiX3-36x2X3)/28.

Next, applying transformations of determinant 2* we obtain from F$ the

two forms in genera of one class

(26) Pis' = (xo + Xi/2)2 + 3(5x!2 + 4x22 + 4x32 - 4xix2 - 4x2x3)/4,

(27) P36 = xo2 + 3xi2 + 3xí2 + 9x32.

The genus derived from P9 with the same residue mod 2r as P12' contains the

form 3(xo2+XoXi-r-Xi2)+4(x22+X2X3-|-x32) of minimum 3; and that with the

residue xo2+XoX3+4xiX2 mod 2r contains the form

3(x0 + X2/2 + x3/2)2 + (16x!2 + 13x22 + 13x32 - 8x^2 - 8xiX3 - 10x2x3)/4.

Further cases are excluded like those in the paragraph containing (18) in §13.

The forms derived from P2? by transformations of determinant 2* (s^l)

are derived from that with the residue xo2+xox3+2xix2 mod 2r. Such a form

is the following, of minimum 4:

7(xo + 2xi/7 + 2*2/7 + x3/2)2 + (96xi2 + 24xix2 + 96x22 + 63x32)/28.

The case d = 3 is complete.

From P5 we get by transformations of determinant 5' only

(28)P26=(xo+xi/2+x2/2+x3/2)2+5(3xi2+3x22+3x32+2xiX2+2xiX3+2x2x3)/4
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in a genus of one class, with the residue (1, 5,10, 50) mod 5r. From F25, the

genus with the residue *o2+xoX3+2xiX2 mod 2r contains the form

4(*o+*i/4+*2/4-3*3/8)2+(60*i2+60*22+55*32-40*i*2-20*i*3-20*2*3)/16.

We have now proved the following two theorems:

Theorem 11. There are exactly 39 classes of positive, integral forms f for

which the genus of the associated norm-form F contains only one class. These

forms f are as follows, those for which Fis derived from the same Fa (d — 2, 3, 5, 7,

13) being grouped together:

d   f=(a,b,c,r,s,t) d   f=(a,b,c,r,s,t)
= ax2-\-by2-\-cz2-\-2ryz-\-2szx-\-2txy

2
4
6
8
8

10

12
16

16

16
18
18
18

22
32

32
36
50
54
54
64

1, 1, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2)
1,1,0,0,0)

1,2,0,0, -1/2)
1, 2, 0, 0, 0)

1,3, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2)
1,3, -1/2, -1/2,0)
2.2, -1,0,0)
2,2,0,0,0)
1,4,0,0,0)
2,2,1, 1, 1)

1,5, -1/2, -1/2,0)
2.3, -1, -1/2,0)
1,6,0,0, -1/2)
2,3,0, -1/2,0)
2, 2, 0, 0, 0)
2,3, -1, -1,0)
2,3,0,0, -1)

3,3,1/2,1,1)
3,3, -3/2,0,0)
3, 3, 3/2, 3/2, 3/2)
3,3, -1, -1, -1)

3
6
9

12

12

12
18
24

27
36
48
5

10

20
25

7
28
13

1.1.1, -1/2,0,0)
1.1.2, -1/2, -1/2,0)
1,1,3,0,0, -1/2)
1,1,3,0,0,0)

1, 1,4,0,0, -1/2)

1, 2, 2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2)
2,2,2,1/2, 1,1)
2,2,2,0,0, -1)

2, 2, 2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2)
1,3,3,0,0,0)
1,4,4, -2,0,0)

1, 1, 2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2)
1,2,2,1, 1/2,1/2)
1.2.3, -1,0,0)

2,2,2, -1/2, -1/2, -1/2)
1,1,2, -1/2,0,0)

1,3,3,1,1/2,1/2)
1,2,2, -1/2,0, -1/2)

Theorem 12. If the genus of a positive norm-form F contains more than one

class, then it contains at least one class not representing 1.

Our proof of this very simple result is indeed complicated. There should

be some easier way of proving that if Fi and F2 are inequivalent norm-forms

in the same genus, then there exists a third form G in their genus which does

not represent 1.

A description of the properties of the 39 systems, which will make them

more easily accessible for applications, has been published in the Duke Math-

ematical Journal by Miss C. S. Williams and the author (vol. 12 (1945)

pp. 527-539).
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15. Theorem 3 is best possible.

Theorem 13. If the genus of a norm-form F contains a class not represent-

ing 1, then there exist infinitely many primes p such that: (i) p is represented by

the genus of F, and (ii) for each p there exist primitive pure quaternions x (in

the quaternion system associated with F) of norms divisible by p but having no

right-divisors of norm p.

We shall first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 19. If Pi and P2 are any two inequivalent forms in the genus of a

norm-form F, there exist infinitely many squarefree numbers n, coprime in pairs,

for each of which there exist integral matrices Q of determinant n2 such that Q

replaces Fi by nF2. We can suppose also that the prime factors of each n are

representable by the genus of F.

We start with the fact that there exists a transformation T/s, where 5

is a positive integer which can be taken prime to any assignable number, and

T is an integral matrix of determinant s4, which replaces Pi by P2. Hence P

replaces Pi by s2F2. Taking m —s2, we have transformations P of determinant

m2 replacing Pi by mF2. Write m = p2r2, where p is a prime not dividing 2d.

We can factor P as QR, where |Ç| =p2, and \R\ =p2r* (cf. §12). Wf can

suppose here that Q replaces Pi by pF3, where P3 is an integral form (neces-

sarily in the genus of P).

To prove the last statement, we apply an integral transformation of de-

terminant ±1 to secure Pi=X(¿02+¿i2+Í22+¿32) mod m2. We can thus study

more easily the structure of P and Q. Let p2' be the highest power of p

in m2, and let S be the left factor of P of determinant p2'. Then S replaces

<o2+íi2 + í22+í32 by a form all of whose coefficients are divisible by p'. By

Hermite's result in §12 we can suppose that S has the form

— pn kl ki k3 ~~

0 p« h ki

0 0 p°> kt

_0 0 0 pet-

where 2s=ei+ei+e3-i-ei, 0=Ai<£ei, and so on. Hence p' divides p2ei, pelklt

ki2+p2e*, and so on. From these facts we can easily deduce that S has a left

factor of determinant p2, of the form

~p 0      h     k~

0 p -k     h

0 0      10

_0 0     0      1_

(1)

'p A     0 0

0 10 0

0 0     p h

.0 0     0 1J

or
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where p divides 1+A2 or 1+A2+A2. Clearly, Q replaces Fi by pG, where G

is integral.

The same argument shows that we can factor m as pip2 ■ ■ • p„ where the

pi are primes, and P as PiP2 • ■ • P., where | Ph\ =ph2, and have Pi replacing

Fi by piGi, P2 replacing G2 by p2G3, • • • , P. replacing G, by p,F2. Let G* be

the last form in this sequence which is equivalent to Fi. Then P* replaces Fi

by either pkF2 or pkF3, where F3 is not equivalent to Fi. In the last case we

proceed with a new transformation P replacing F3 by mF2, with m prime to p*.

We now take G¡¡ to be the last form in the sequence which is equivalent to

either F3 or Fi, and so introduce a new class related to Fi either by means

of a single prime p, or à product of distinct primes pq. Eventually, since the

number of classes is finite, we reach F2. Note finally that each p is represented

by the genus of F. For if (say) F3 represents pFi, then the solvability of F4 = l

mod A implies that of F3=p mod A, for every modulus A.

Proceeding with the proof of Theorem 13, we may suppose that F is car-

ried by means of a transformation P = (£,-,-) of a determinant m2 into mG,

where m is squarefree and prime to 2d, and G does not represent 1. It is now

possible to find a primitive pure quaternion x of norm divisible by m, such

that the congruence system x/ = 0 mod m has the general solution ti=Y^Pazi

(Zj integers). We can secure F=/02 + £i2+fe2+fe2 by a slight transformation.

For each prime p in m we can write P = QR, where \Q\ =p2, \R\ is prime to p,

and Q is given by (1). The condition that U«s^PaZi is equivalent for each p

to the condition that Q^t be integral mod p, t denoting here a column vector.

We can assume that Q has the second form in (1), and on taking *0 = 0, *i = l,

x2= —A, x3 = A, mod p, see that (5) of §6 is equivalent to t = Qu with u in-

tegral. Theorem 13 follows, since at least one factor p of m will have the prop-

erties stated.

It should perhaps be remarked that an x cannot always be found as above

if m is not squarefree. For example if the rows of (£,-,-) are (p, 0, 0, 0),

(0, p, 0, 0), (0, 0, p2, A), and (0, 0, 0, 1), and F=X>¿2 mod p', then xt = 0
mod p2 requires that p\x.
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